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From your editor and the hard-working
staff at the HGFA office, Ian and Margaret.
I would like to thank all contributors for
supporting their magazine with some great
articles and photos this year and I look
forward to receiving your contributions
in the new year.
A big Thank You' also to Mark Mitsos for
coming to the rescue by lending me his
spare computer monitor when mine went
on the blink shortly before the magazine
was due to go to print.
Over the last year, I've had some thankfully
received praise (Thanks, Sherry and others),
as well as some complaints. Because I
cannot offer a full-time phone servic e to
members, the HGFA office has come to
the rescue. Members can now call Ian
or Margaret at the office on 02 6947 2888
to leave their classifieds over the phone.
The deadlines still apply, as all phone-inclassifieds will then be forwarded to
Skysailor for inclusion in the next issue.
Apart from this small issue, the general
feedback has been good and I have
certainly enjoyed producing the magazine.
This issue is full of great stories on speed
gliding, competition flying and travelling to
exotic places. Check out the new entrants
in the short story competition and, most of
all, enjoy the exciting articles and
photographs in this big Christmas issue and
get inspired to get your wing out and
Fly High,
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I write to present a very different idea that
I have been dwelling on for some time and
which if possible (or realistic) would give a
new aspect to the sport of hang gliding. As
mentioned, this is a whacky idea, but I have
been surprised before to find out that some
of my other 'whacky' ideas had already been
thought of or invented.
Some time ago I was reading a sporting
magazine and in it was an article on an indoor
windsurfing competition held somewhere in
Europe. Judging from the pictures, the venue
looked like a standard olympic size pool and
seated several thousand people.
The wind thrust was provided by several
large turbofans at the side of the pool and
the windsurfers looked to be 'gunning' it.
My question is: Has the concept of indoor
hang gliding ever been considered? If so,
what are the main reasons why it hasn't
been developed? If it was possible, wouldn't
this give the public an exciting impression
of our sport and provide a safe reliable way
of training available 360 days a year? I'm no
expert on aeronautics and know only what
I've read in Denis Pagen's books, but if it's
possible to get 10 or so sailboards scooting
up and down a pool or, even in Australia,
have indoor skydiving simulators, surely it's
not too 'way out' to think of this concept in
connection with hang gliding. Some of us
soar sand dunes in 14 kt winds! Jules Makk's
letter in Aug\Sept Skysailor mentions the
fact that we need to promote our sport to the
public and target established sporting arenas
to attract new members and strengthen our
position as a vital, growing sport. If 'indoor
hang gliding' was feasible and developed
in Australia, it would help achieve this.
I would be interested to hear anyone's
thoughts on this.
David Keough
~

I just found the Skysailor Web page - it's
a beauty! I stumbled across it via the site
guide of the Hang Gliding WWW page in USA.
It's great to see the Rules of the Air and the
Country Code of Conduct in there to remind
locals and inform overseas visitors.
Looking forward to more good reading of
both the printed and electronic versions
of Skysailor.
Stewart Dennis

~

Dear fellow paragliding instructors
It is with great regret I have to inform you
that ACT Paragliding will be closing it's doors
before the beginning of the 97-98 season.
As we already have many customers on our
books for the new season I feel I would be
doing these customers a disservice if I did
not try to have the business continue as an
active and growing concern .
The decision to close has been a personal
one not related to the success of the school.
As you would be aware, ACT Paragliding has
an excellent reputation within the industry and
I would like to see this reputation continue.
Shaun Keane
~

Good job! The last issue of Skysailor was
so fine looking. Bravo. Good texts, good scans,
excellent layout, etc. It must make the Aussies
happy. Lots of good wishes,
Sherry Thevenot, Cross Country Magazine

New HGFA Classifieds
Pl10ne Service
[om January on, you can
phone in your classifieds
to the HGFA office on

0269472888
For those of you who can't write or
haven't got access to a fax or post
office, Ian and Margaret will help you
out by taking your classified over the
phone. Thanks, guys.

The Skysailor Classifieds
Fax Service is still available on:

0242943732
or write to:
Skysailor Classifieds
PO Box 197
or email:
skysail@ozemail.com.au
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Myst;c HUJ Ske.ttJe
Departs from Mystic Flight Park at:

Low season

As requested, minimum
of 5 passengers per trip

(from now until 2011 2/97)

High season

From 8:30 am and every
45 minutes from there
on until stumps

(26/l 2/97 to 28/2/98)

Australia's best value
soaring helmet, Carbon
fibre & Kevlar - certified
to CE966 standards. 750g
$180

We design and manufacture
the Aerial Pursuits
Microlight
Communications System.
Complete system - 2
helmets with visors, 2
headsets, intercom and
PIT, $950!

fitted mike/ speaker: add $20

Also, ask us about Full Face
helmet kits!

PO Box 1059
Hampton North, Vic 3188
email: aerial@ozemail.com.au

--

VISA

Ph: (03)95970527

Fax: (03)95981302
Web page: http://www.ozemail.com.au/-aerial

MT BUFFALO CHALET
MYSTIC FLIGHT PARK
SPOT LANDING COMPETITIONS
Venue
Date
Fee
Registration

Mt Buffalo (HG)
Mystic Flight Park (PG)
7th January 1998
with 8th January as a back up
$25 including presentation BBQ
9-10 am Bright Visitors Centre
7th January

Between the Hay Nationals and Bogong Cup take
some time out to relax and enjoy some fun flying at
Australia's most famous hang gliding site. At the
same time help us promote the sport that we love
so much with TV footage and live radio broadcasts.
Trophies & prize money for lst, 2nd & 3rd place
& heaps of other giveaways!!! Organised transport
up the hill.

Low season

Hourly from lOam
until 4 pm

(1/3/98 to 30/4/98)

At other periods there will be a clock located at
the paddock depicting departure times!!

pkOKe OJ S7SS 1072
or 01S S42~77 (.fter fJY'K9
Wingtrips Australia
Bright Vic.
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Let's Fly and Get (High) Crankin'

Byron Bay Fly-In
Sign-On:

29 December, Bangalow Showground,
9-9:30am Pilot Briefing
Camping:
Facilities available for 5pm 28-3 I December
(Extended camping available on request)
Comp Dates: 29, 30, 31 December 1997

Camping costs $5 per person/per day, children free!
Information on sites, maps, landings and family
activities available. Great prizes to be won ...
Registration Fees:
Bookings and info:

In advance $30
On day
$40
Eddie Gray
Ph: (02) 66857480
Mob: 0416 034374
Fax: (02) 66872376

THIS IS A FUN COMPETITION!
Cheques payable to:
Carol Binder Mt Buffalo Spot Landing Competition
PO Box 336 Bright Victoria 3741
For enquiries and information sheets ring mobile

0417 311360

Post cheque/money order
Treasurer, Byron Bay
Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 850, Byron Bay
NSW 2481
'

Photo: Brian Webb at Buffalo.
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competitions are seeking out some of the most spectacular mountain
locations on the planet. Sun Peaks was no exception. A developing
resort of immense appeal, we found ourselves diving through control
gates less than 6m above the ground, but well below the tops of
towering pine trees lining the ski runs. Occasionally, black bears were
spotted wandering across the runs which were still partially covered
with snow from the long-finished winter. To the pilots, the pines were
of more concern than bears, although one of the judges decided to
relocate a turn point balloon during one practice round to an impossible
uphill glide position in an attempt to evacuate the bear's territory.
The Sun Peaks Speed Gliding course was down 3,000&. On the
only day out of three that weather allowed us to compete, the event
winner, Chris Muller, took less than 4 minutes to complete the
course. A great feat, since he had a camera sticking our the top of his
topless Fusion, filming for Paul Hamilton's new Speed Gliding video
(can't wait to see it). Chris' father Willi, one of the pioneers of hang
gliding and paragliding, was heard to say: "Why would I want to set
my glider up so that I could fly straight down and pack it up again?
We used to do that in the seventies!" Willi kindly kept the numbers
up on the practice round, though threaten ing to ci rcle up if he found
a thermal. The flight, however, enticed him to fly in the competition.
Nthough more than twice as old as some competitors, with a glint in
his eye, Willi Muller finished equal 2nd with me, only seconds
behind his son. Dave Ross, an impressive new pilot on the Canadian
scene, finished close behind us. Don Glass, though voted "most
spectacular" by astonished judges who witnessed him flying much of
the course below the top of the tree-lined ski runs, could probably
have won had he gone just a little slower near the end. He opted not
to tangle with the tree tops at low speed when he failed to maintain
enough height to round the 3rd-last turn balloon.

For me, this competition was significant because it confirmed that
my improved speed gliding technique was more significam than the
fact of whether I had a kingpost or not. My Airborne Shark 144 was
more than competitive with the topless gliders and its handling and
accuracy with the VG on full was valuable when turning at high
speed close to the ground.
Evemually, I returned to my job in New Zealand. Flying tandems
in Queenstown, arguably the most beautiful place on Earth, was no
real trauma, though my first cold winter in 3 years became a
challenge. I decided to pur my spare time into organising the
"Coronet Peak 1997 NZ Speed Gliding Championship". Flying

down 4,000ft alongside loads of snow-sport enthusiasts at Coronet
Peak, appreciative of the downhill speed philosophy, seemed a natural
development. Come September, we had 23 pilots racing down the
longest and highest Speed Gliding course ever prepared. I put a lot of
thought into designing a primarily safe course which would also be
demanding at speed. Interestingly, the lack of trees to dodge and
flying over the snow for much of the time made the course feel safer.
The enormous LZ and time penalties for poor landings also
combined to produce an accident-free competition. Perfect weather
on each of the three days allocated, produced colourful, fast, close to
the ground action. Pilots from allover NZ, spectators and sponsors
were all happy. Every pilot won at least one prize, including bungy
jumps, jetboat rides, ski passes, scenic flights, lake cruises and meals.
In return, sponsors got great exposure to the media and spectators,
with their banners being displayed at prominem locations along the
course. The media warmed to the event, with excellem newspaper,
radio and national TV coverage.

Times of less than 5min 36sec were required to win each day.
However, because of the high number of disqualifications for missing
anyone of the 5 gates or 7 turn points, good placing-points could still
be achieved with times up to 9min on some days. It is always better
to finish the course correctly and secure a place than to be disqualified
and get no poims. John Smith, 2nd overall on an Xtralite 164,
narrowly beat my course record from the 1st day by taking just 5min
16sec on his last flight. Had he not been disqualified in the 1st round
for passing too high over a control gate, he would have taken the title.
Instead I ended up winning comfortably on an Airborne Blade Race
14l. Ian Clark, on an Airborne Shark 144, was 3rd and the highest
placed pilot competing in his 1st ever speed gliding event. Clint
Fraser (4th) and Steve Clark (5th) held off a strong showing from
rookie, Callum Fisher. Callum, having only been flying hang gliders
for 2 years, managed to clock the 3rd fastest time on each of the last
two days. Given the rapid improvement shown by all pilots who've
attempted speed gliding, I expect the competition to be much
tougher next year.
Nl this was possible with just 8 weeks of part-time organisation
and no emry fee. Next year, the speed gliding event will again be held
in early September, but over 7 days. There will be many more prizes
and hopefully it will be an official WHGS event. Given enough
imerest from aerobatic enthusiasts, we may even hold an optional
freestyle competition. Imagine racing down the speed course each
morning, enjoying some of the many attractions on offer in
Queenstown during the day, and then taking a helicopter to a 5,000&
peak above town for your Freestyle routine in the late afternoon. In
safe conditions, competitors can fly out over Lake Wakatipu to loop,
spin or do whatever pleases the crowds, before landing in front of the
thousands of Queenstown tourists.
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Next year we expect around 50 of the fastest pilots in the world.
T his is the kind of competition your friends and family would enjoy
to come along to. T he location is perfect and you'll have time outside
your flying schedule to have a relaxing holiday. On top of that, it's a
great chance to get yourself points for a WHGS ranking.
n
What are you waiting for?
aJ

Interested pilots can now register by email: skytrek@xtra.co.nz or write to
me: GeoffDossetor clo Skytrek Hang Gliding, 118A Wynyard Crescent,
Queenstown, New Zealand. State which event(s} you'd be interested in
entering and an information pack will be sent out to you once the event
details have been finalised The sooner I hear .from you, the more likely it
is that I can arrange cheaper airfare and accommodation deals, so get
back to me right away.

1 world champion
following the success of

,

10 national winners
created from

5 000 airwave pilots
Thank you and well done!
Harmony - DHV Grade 1-2 in Land M
sizes, ACPUL Standard in L M & S

Jolm Pendry - World C hampion
Peter Brinkeby - 2nd Overall PWC

Fusion - DHV Grade 2 in XL L M & S
sizes, ACPUL Standard in XS

Concept FR Topless

1997
AIRWAVE

STREAMLINED

CAR YINe A , u,ua. 'Ha ou eH ,HI Al a
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SYDNEY PARAGLIDING CENTRE
PhlFax: 02 4294 9065 • email: sydpara@ozemail.eom.au

Visiting Manilla to experience some of the legendary
flying conditions? Stay in comfort at the

The Linknife is a main release
that works by cutting the
weaklink.
It is also a backup release which
can be placed almost anywhere
in the system. The two stainless
steel blades form a V which will
quickly and cleanly cut anything
that fits into the 6mm slots,
including perlon , webbing , towline
and, of course , weaklink string of
any strength.
Only $24.50 plus p&h

• •

MANILLA MOTEL
We are offering fellow HGFA members, their crews
and families a 20% discount off our usual very
reasonable rates.
That means, a 3 share room is just $15 per
person, double or twin only $20 per person
per night.
Light weight inflatable wheels
Designed for pilots who occasionally
land on them, these wheels serve
as shock absorbers on hard
ground and measure 200 x 50mm ,
weigh 450g and have a diameter
of 35mm. They require adaptor
sleeves to fit them to control bars.
Only $74.00/pair plus p&h
(cheaper than a new upright!)

Rotor - the tiny swivel for reserve
parachutes which offers additional
safety. Helps to prevent wrapping
up the rescue system caused by
spinning motion of gliders in
emergency situations. DHV tested ,
5,000kg breaking load , 120g light
Only $119.00 plus p&h
Incotrade Australia Pty Ltd
Attn Chris Nagel
35 Boronia Ave
Holland Park OLD 4121

BRIGHT

And that includes all our usual services like:
• quiet location, off main road,
but near shops, etc;
• clean rooms, comfortable beds;
• colour Tv, air conditioning,
direct dial phones;
• guest BBQ (free)
• guest laundry (free)
• reasonably priced cooked
or continental breakfast

Stay with us and enjoy the flying , but please
Tel : 07·3219 2034 Fax : 07·3219 2035
Mobile: 0411 793692
Email : incoa@gil.com.au
www.gil.com.au/comm/inco/fly1 .html

HIKERS

In the High Country of North East Victoria

BOOK

EARLY •••

(02) 6785 1 306
It all begins
at the Royal ...

THE ..R~!~~aHOTEL
Welcome to THE ROYAL

-

the pub at

Manilla's heart. Our budget priced double and
Our h ostel is a five star (AAA Rated) flyers paradise.
Twin rooms and small dorms, Large lounge with fully
equipped kitchen , Clean bathrooms, Coin laundry,
BBQ area and Games room.

single rooms are clean and quiet. We serve
hearty

breakfasts,

lunches

(cut

lunches

available), and dinners. Or treat yourself at Shan-

OUR FLYER SPEC I F I C SERV I CES I NCLUDE ...

Lee Restaurant - delicious seafood, steak and

Flying manuals - Maps - Tee shirts - HGFA merchandise Avfax weather information - Flying videos H eaps of magazines - Paraglider flying suits and more .

chicken . Stop in on your next trip_

"Sky out during the day then come and relax and exchange
your flying yarns with pilots from all over the g lobe "
The hostel is in the centre of the town opposite the post office.
Prices from $14 pp pn (dorm) to $20 pp pn s ingle room.'
B reakfast available from $3.50 . 'Plus low weekly rates.
GEOFF OR MAZ VVHITE

Top Floor 4 Ire land Street, Bright Vic 3741
Phone 03 57501244 Fax 03 5750 1246
Mobile 018 052793 e-mail gwhite@netc.net.au
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Competition Fl~inq

CHRIST Y B I SHOP

After spending the last two years
competing in paragliding camps,
I thought it time to share a
woman's perspective in the hope
of encouraging more girls (and boys)
to take a look at the camp scene.

Lotza

T

he first thing to consider when thinking of entering
competitions is the ratio of males to females - often as
high as 10 to 1. Don't let yourself be overwhelmed by the
sheer numbers of extremely serious looking males. At first I too was
reticent to ask questions for fear of looking utterly useless and getting
in the way. I even tried to slip into the 'just one of the blokes' routine,
but soon realised that my addiction to make-up, skins and certain
conversation topics that only girls enjoy, just didn't cut the mustard in
that role. Finally, at the '96 Women's Fly-in, Vicki De Prazer, a sports
psychologist from the AIS, gave me some helpful pointers on how to
retain my fem inini ty and still be regarded as a serious comp pilot.
Once you start asking questions, you'll find that most of 'them'
are extremely helpful and encouraging, even if they have to
concentrate on their own strategies, they'll stiLl find time to help.

When you gotta go, you gotta go!
There are some advantages to being female, particularly if you need a
retrieve: Hitch up your shorts, let your hair down, sm ile sweetly and
you'll be back at comp HQ before your team mates have had time to
scratch themselves.

8 Skysailor

Unfortunately, being the so called 'fairer sex', we
also ended up with the 'fairer' bladder control system.
Forget about dignity. After a comp task has been
announced, you usually only have 15 minutes or so
before the window opens. I suddenly found myself
looking at one hundred male backs, legs apart,
utilising the moment. What to do? No toilet, no tree
or log to hide behind for miles! UK pilot Kat Thurston introduced
me to a very sensible solution at the Pre-Worlds in Spain: Simply
squat in front of your glider on launch, nonchalantly bunch the
trailing edge around you like a big noisy skirt, adjust your flying suit
and get the job done while carrying on any conversations as though
you are doing nothing out of the ordinary. Most of the guys are polite
enough to ignore the whole episode. This method also works for
those times when you land near a group of pilots with a desperate
need to relieve yourself Some female pilots actually resort to using
nappies on long flights. My advice is to avoid caffeine the morning
before a task as this seems to make things worse. I have also found
that wearing an elastic kidney belt, available in most pharmacies,
helps by keeping my midriff warmer throughout the flight. The
colder you are, the more you need to go.
I'll never get over David Mills abili ty to 'lighten his load' 3 (!)
times during one long flight on an epic day in Piedrahita, Spain. We'd
just made it through a notorious pass after hours of struggling. A
cloud street miraculously appeared before us heading in the exact
direction we wanted to go - things were looking good. Unfortunately,
I had slurped down several cups of excellent cafe con leche that
morning and found myself spiralling down in absolute agony,

admitting defeat. While I was making craters in the dust, Millsy
disappeared into the sunset after Fred Gung!, muttering on the radio
"Couldn't she just have loosened her leg straps?"

The Good Oil
One of the most annoying things to happen to women pilots is the
monthly period which can have a detrimental effect on their
performance during competitions. Some women suffer from cramps,
anxiety and nausea, and many women find that their reactions and
their sense of balance are sometimes adversely affected. The best
remedy I have found is to take a high dosage of Evening Primrose Oil
capsules for at least two months before competing and continuing the
treatment during competition. I've also found that Naprosin painkillers
are the way ro go. They don't make you drowsy and definitely reduce
that tendency to want to kill the meet director, boyfriend or team mates.

(Ed: The AIS publishes a list of banned drugs, check what you're using
isn't on it!) When all else fails, a real' rip-snort' tantrum can make you
feel sooo much better: Kick the glider around launch often, throw the
harness around a little, if it tangles in someone else's glider, so much
the better. Take off and fly the best or the worst you can (whatever
makes you feel better), land near a pub if you don't make goal and
have several stiff dri oks.

Scared?
Everyone gets scared at some stage or other in the air. Many pilots
learn to deal with fear very early in their competition careers. Learn to
differentiate between 'rational' and 'irrational' fear. This will help you
not only to enjoy comp flying but flying in general. If you're not
enjoying yourself in rough air, try to concentrate on the glider and on
keeping it above you. If you've given it a pretty good bash and you're
still not enjoying it, then bailout and relax. No point scaring
yourself, you can always have another go at it later.
Of all the female pilots I spoke to, I don't think there was one
who didn't agree with me that women are more emotional than men
and that this is one of the major factors that stops women from
moving on to competition flying after they complete their licences. I
find that concentrating on what's going on during the flight makes my
emotions much more manageable while competing.

Concentrate!
Swedish pilot Birgi tta Varga and myself have found ourselves to be
pretty short changed in the concentration span department. On normal
to light days we often ended up on the deck early together, chewing
our nails in frustration, while the more patient pilots soared over our
heads. Interestingly enough, on 'rough air' days, we actually did
better, because we had something to concentrate on the whole time.
One of my best flights this year was during the British Nationals in
St Andre, France, nororious for its strong conditions. I picked up a
9.1m/s thermal right to cloudbase from the lee of a Col. It was the
meatiest, smallest-cored, most-tilted sucker I had ever been in and the
whole time I was thinking: "Don't fallout, just don't fall out". Suddenly
I thought "God, what's going to happen at the top?" (pretty clear cut
case of rational fear to me) and sure enough , I got spat out like a mad
woman's breakfast. I gathered my concentration and still managed to
get most of the way around the course, but not to goal. Ahh, but
what a day ... I felt I'd really pushed it that day.
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team in Turkey

World Air Games

Photo: Hamish Barker
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I gained my first sponsorship from 'Fn1che' just before my first
competition in Bright in '96. The contract was based on the amount
of TV coverage I could get for them. I am now part-sponsored by
Nova Australia and Nocai helmets and have just decided to sign up
a manager who'll do all the hard work in gaining new sponsors, while
I fly without the hassle of marketing myself.
As members of the Aussie team in the '96 Pre-Worlds and '97
Worlds in Spain, we all received some funding from the HGFA and
the NSW Government, for which I am very grateful. Without these
funds I could not have taken the time off work to attend.

Fly and Learn

G

oal serring is very important and has helped me a great deal.
After I'd done about 30 hours of flying I found out that there
was such a thing as competition flying and that I could represent
my country in the World Championships. That sounded like fun, so
I decided to make the Australian team. The first comp I entered was a
C-Grade comp in Bright. I spent every waking moment of that competition in the bomb-out paddock. Every bloody day, often three times
each day. "How do they do it?"
I decided to get myself a new wing and try again, but I had no
money. Back in Sydney, I got myself a sponsor, a new wing and
entered the '96 Nationals in Bright, placing as 1st woman . Things
were looking up. I then entered the NSW titles in Manilla and
managed enough National ladder points to become the female
representative on the Australian team. I was looking forward to flying
two seasons back to back, one in Australia and one overseas.
Only on arriving at the Pre-Worlds in Spain did I realise the
enormous extent of tile overseas comp scene and the awesome
standard of the other women pilots. I still had to learn a lot, but had
so much fun that I was psyched up for more. After returning home
at the beginning of the '97 Australian season I stepped up to a
performance wing, packed in my job and moved to Bright where
I flew as much as I could. My next goal was two fold: (1) to make
goal and (2) to fly 100km.
A landing incident earlier that season had resulted in a damaged
back (again) and my resolve faltered until I eventually made my first
goal the same day I broke the National Women's distance record after
flying 125km at the '97 Flatlands. This comp gained me enough
National ladder points to join the team for the Worlds in Spain.

Who's paying?
Unless you are the World Champion, you probably have to pay your
own way to fly in competitions. My advice is to try get yourself a
sponsor or several. Being a 'Comp Girl' can be a great promotionvehicle for any company and often you don't even have to win to
keep your sponsorship.

I had some fantastic flights in Castejon de Sos, Spain, alongside some
very shabby ones. My next goal is to fly consistently well. Although
this will take a few years, the flying in the meantime has been
amazing. At the Worlds in Spain, one of the tasks sent the field flying
over a breathtaking mountain pass. With 50 other gliders I found
myself screaming up the side of a shale cliff in a very small cored
thermal - teeth gritting stuff. I was rewarded with a 360 0 view of the
Pyrenees complete with glacial lakes and mountain shepherds. If only
I'd concentrated on the next pass rather than the view, I may have
made the next turnpoint ...
I competed in three more competitions in Europe, finishing willi
the FAI World Air Games in Turkey. Our WAG team was made up
of pilots who were keen ro learn, and learn together. We funded our
trip entirely ourselves and were determined to get the most out of it.
For Deidre Skillen, the other female pilot on the team, this was only
her second comp ever and she certainly gave all the women a run for
their money. Throughout the comp, we experimented in the unusual
conditions. One day we'd try the high ground, the next the flats, with
varying results, but each day we all learnt heaps. A great benefit about
not reaching the elusive 'Goal' was to land in what looked like a
deserted plain, only to have about twenty kids running up bearing
food and water. The Turkish people took us into their hearts and
their homes. As a team we finished 16th overall.

Rewards
Competition flying has been most rewarding for me, it has taken me
to amazing places where I've met truly excellent people, including
many more women pilots who fly pretty damned well. Comp flying
provides a fantastic environment to learn about strategies, techniques
and equipment, as well as for having fun. The moment I stop having
fun is the moment I'll stop flying.
Other women have often told me that they don't like the pressure
of flying in comps, but I think the pressure only gets to you if you Iet
it. I find a little pressure helps me to push myself onto the next level,
one step at a time.
So girls, consider taking on the comp scene - we could really use
some more women . We have a fantastic season coming up this year,
with many international pilots coming over to compete in the
Paragliding World Cup in Bright. You could learn a lot from these
pilots and it's a great opportunity to see some really inspirational
female pilots who'll be on ly too happy to share their knowledge.
I'm hoping to see more of you out there before too long. Let's
face it, being the incredibly efficient and talented sex that we are,
we can do it all: Cook dinner (occasionally), wear a dress and
r:::J
fly to goal!
_

Ifyou want to talk flying with Christy you can reach her on
0419508397 (mob) or 03 57501483 (Bright).
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Mystery Trike Trip

13/14 Dec 97

Benalla

~

Fly with us to a mystery location. A BBG is planned &

Tony Dennis 0418 574068,

sky-camping can be organised at our mystery airfield.

fax 03 57626227.

If you can only make it for a day that's great.

State of Origin 2

Rd 2: 6-7 Dec 97

ri

Rd 3: 27-29 Mar 98

I ' i Corryong HG Fly-In

26-31 Dec 97

Kiewa Valley Fly-In

27 Dec 97-2 Jan 98

Manilla, NSW

Corryong, VIC
Mt Beauty, VIC

I'i

Entry fee: $20. For pilots of all levels.

NSW: Ashley Bennett

Promoting team flying & introducing new pilots to

0418111399, GLO: Andrew

concept of competition flying.

Horchner 0412 807516.

Practice Day 26 Dec, Xmas-New Year compo Day prizes,

Greg Smith 02 42942212

no entry fee, all welcome.

(before 8pm).

Fun event for all levels of flying . Other activities inc!.

Jeanette McLaren, Dermot

volleyball, go-karts, soccer, indoor climbing, mountain

Meaney 03 57544910.

biking. Registration: Evening 26 Dec, Mt Beauty Bakery.

Cheques to: Kiewa Valley fly-In

Meetings: 9:30am each morning. Sites: Several int or

18 Tawonga Crs, Mt Beauty VIC

nov with adv supervision. Nov/int pilots need to bring

3699, incl. name, address, contact

their logbooks. Pilots must have inland footlaunch expo

ph & fax.

Daily, individual, club & team prizes. Entry fee : $30.
I ' i Rainbow Beach HG Fly-In
1998 Australian HG Nationals

27-31 Dec 97
28 Dec 97-5 Jan 98

Rainbow Beach,

Entry fee: $5. Caters for nov-adv pilots. Trophies & prizes Call Tourist Information Centre

GLD

for all categories.

Hay, NSW

Entry fee: $220. Requirements: The ability to handle

M. Bailey 0353356194, baileyme@

awesome thermals, massive distances & late nights!

timken.com or Sandra Holtkamp

Tow endorsement & HGFA m/ship, data back camera

0353492845. Cheque/money order

07 54863499.

essential, GPS permitted. Min. of 4 paid entries per team to: Australian Nationals, Po Box
to secure strip. Rated AAA. Excellent prize money.
Rainbow Paragliding Fly-In

29-31 Dec 97

Rainbow Beach,

(+ 1 day if necessary) GLD

l'iri

358W, Ballarat West VIC 3350

Anti-gravity fun on top of the Rainbow. Other activities:

Jean-Luc, Rainbow Paragliding,

Surfing, sand-boarding, canoeing, horse riding, beach

0754863499 (w), 07 54863048 (h),

volleyball, Fraser Island Paramotor. Accom. from $10 pn.

0418754157 (m).

Great prizes. Entry fee: $50 incl. dinner at present. night.
Byron Fly-In

1998 Tallabung Bash

29-31 Dec 97

9-18 Jan 1998

Byron Bay, NSW

"Blink Bonnie",

Registration: 29 Dec, 9am, Bangalow Showground.

Eddie Gray 02 66857480 or 0416

Requirements: Int with cliff launch exp., radio, sense of

034374, fax: 02 66872376. Cheques/

humour. Great prizes. Entry fee : $30 in advance, $40 on

MOs: Treasurer, Byron Bay HG Club,

the day. More details on page 3.

PO Box 850, Byron Bay NSW 2481.

The aim is to develop XC skills for Restricted to Adv pilots Lisa Ryrie, Secretary, KAPC

Wirrinya,30km

and to fill the gap between initial training & comp flying.

SW of Forbes,

All meals, accom., maps, tows, instruction, lectures &

NSW 2620; ph/fax: 06 2359060,

NSW

retrieves incl.! Hosts are Patrick & Amanda O'Brien.

062359120 (h).

Micalago Station, Michelago

Cost: $700 inc!. camping (add $10/ night for lodge accom.).
Limited to 12 places. Fill in the form on page xx & for an
Information Kit & registration form.
1998 Bogong Cup

9-18 Jan 98

Mt Beauty, VIC

Entry fee: $195. Min rating : Int with inland experience,

Jeanette McLaren, Dermot

AA rating, open/AA, A,B,C, Female & Masters, Sites:

Meaney, ph: 03 57544910,

Mt Buffalo, Tawonga Gap, Mt Emu. Accom. enquiries:

fax: 03 57544475,

Mt Beauty Accom. Service 1800636239 or 0357541267.

email: jmclaren@albury.net.au

Cheque/money orders to: Bogong Cup, PO Box 313, Mt
Beauty VIC 3699. Inc!. name, address, ph., exist. glider no.
1998 HG Corryong Cup

19-25 Jan 98

Corryong, VIC

Strictly 60 pilots only. Practice Day: 19 Jan. Requirements: Graeme Garlick, 5 Arnhem PI,
Adv or int with inland exp., camera, altimeter, UHF radio, Willmot NSW 2770,
recently packed parachute, maps & HGFA m/ship. Entry

ph: 02 9628 6245.

fee: $60, inc!. meal at present night BBG & numerous prizes.
1998 Victorian Alpine Open PG

23-26 Jan 98

Bright, VIC

Requirements: Restricted PG licence, HGFA m/ship,

Cheques to: Karl Texler - VAOPC

recently repacked reserve, certified paraglider, altimeter, Karl Texler Jnr, PO Box 428,

I ' i WA HG Competition 1998
I ' i 1998 Hang Gliding Worlds

24 Jan-2 Feb 98
25 Jan-9 Feb 98

UHF radio (optional). Entry fee: $65 before 9/1/98, $80

Bright VIC 3741; ph: 03 57501733,

thereafter. 40 places are available.

fax: 03 57501004.

Wyalkatchem,

170km east of Perth. Requirements: Tow equipment &

Gary Bennett 092727100 (h).

WA

endorsement, databack cameras, repacked parachute.

Forbes, NSW

National teams only. Official website at:

HGFA office 02 69474328.

http:\\www.ozemail.com.au\-zupy\index.html
1998 Australian National PG

31 Jan - 7 Feb 98

Bright, VIC

Sanction: A. Practice day: 30 Jan. Requirements: Int PG

Cheques to: Karl Texler - Paracomp

licence, HGFA m/ship, reserve, certified paraglider, altimeter, Karl Texler Jnr, PO Box 428,

12 Skysailor

UHF radio, camera. Entry fee: $160 before 17 Jan, $185

BrightVIC 3741; ph: 03 57501733,

thereafter. 80 places are available.

fax: 03 57501004.

ri Paragliding World Cup

9-15 Feb 98

Bright, VIC

Para gliding Fl atlands Competition

21-28 Feb 98

Birchip, NW VIC

Brian Webb 03 57551753.
C-Grade 21-22 Feb WE, continues as B-Grade. Entry fee:

Cheques payable to:

WE camp $40, B-Grade comp $100. Plan for a 250km flight Rob Lithgow, Flatl ands Account

& lots of PB's in distance & height gains. Entrants need

5/21 Felix Cres, Torquay VIC 3228;

to organise themselves into tow teams. An accessible,

ph: 03 52612895.

fun & safe comp, to encourage newer pilots, as well as

Please let Rob know if you

challenging the serious comp pilot. Other activities inc I.

have recreational gear you

water skiing/tobogganing & evening entertainment.

would like to bring along.

Encouragement awards & Safety Clinics over Lake Tchum.

ri Manilla Paragliding Open

Great opportunity or a week's family camping.
6-14 Mar 98

Manilla, NSW

A-Grade. Over $2,000 in prizes plus trophies. Entry fee :

Godfrey Wenness 02 67856545,

$140 before 6 Feb, $160 thereafter. Incl. info pack, limited fax: 02 67856546. Cheques/MOs:
up hill transport, T-shirt, presentation dinner. Limited to

"Manilla Comps", The Mountain,

80 pilots, int. with inland expo Practice day: 6 Mar.

Manilla NSW 2346. Credit card

Registration: Manilla Town Hall HQ, 8-9pm, 6 Mar.

ri Corryong Fun Competition

7-9 Mar 98

Corryong, VIC

NSW HG State Titles 1998

22-29 Mar 98

Manilla, NSW

payments accepted.
David Mills 03 96414490.

Registration: 21 Mar at Imperial Hotel, Manilla. Comp runs Make cheques outto:
from 22-28 Mar, Sun 29 is a reserve day. Entry fee: $120

NSW HG State Titles

incl. all films (except back-ups), T-shirt and presentation

Bill Olive, 18 Heshbon St,

dinner on Sat 28 Mar (non-competitors can book dinner). Gateshead NSW 2290;
Entries limited to 50 pilots rated adv or int with inland exp., ph: 02 49213804 (w).
UHF radio, parachute & databack camera, GPS is optional.
HGFA rules & scoring system applies plus local site rules.

rii

Organisers will not provide maps or GPS co-ordinates.
Mangalore 1998

10-13 Apr 98

Mangalore, VIC

Annual convention & air display. Fee: $20.

SAAA, E. Crago 03 94824716,
fax: 03 94823936.

1st Annual Tarago Competition

Easter 98

Tarago, NSW

Tarago is situated nr Goulburn, less than 3 hrs drive from Canberra Hang Gliding Centre
Sydney. The camp is open to all nov, int & adv pilots

Tove & Grant Heaney,

with tow endorsements. Aero & ground towing will

ph: 02 48494516.

be operated from a huge dry lake bed.
"Flatter than the Flatlands"

Easter 98

Birchip, VIC

Briefing: 9am Good Friday. Entry fee: $50 pp, team entries Cheques payable to: Warwick
only. Requirements: Current tow endorsement, altimeter

Duncan, 5/121 Northumberland

& reserve . Entries open 1 Dec 97. If you have sign writing Rd, Pa scoe Vale VIC 3044;
or graphic art skills & want to be involved, contact Warwick. ph: 0393068085, email:

rii

Dfficial website: http://radtech .a pana.org.au/-warwickWarwick@radtech .apana.org.a u
National Trike Gathering &
Murray Trip '98

28-29 May 98

Wangaratta, VIC

Wangaratta Aerodrome
A flight along the Murray to Mildura & north to Broken Hill Tony Dennis 0418 574068,

30 May 98

similar to last year's. We want to fill more rear seats this fax 03 57626227 .

. . , Omarama HG XC Classic

3-10 Jan 98

..,

14-22 Feb 98

1998 NZ PG Nationals

15-23 Jan 98

1998 NZ HG Nationals

ri
. . , Canadian Nationals

& Sun Pe aks Speed Gliding

Omara, NZ

Adv rating with Mountain!XC experience. Omarama

Murray Grimwood, PO Box 68,

has NZ's highest sites & most extreme conditions.

Waitati, Otago NZ; ph: 64 3 4822560.

Nelson, N of

Nelson, 400km from Christchurch, has numerous alpine

Andrew Stirling, 247 Bridge St,

South Island,

sites. Comp follows on from HG Worlds in Australia.

Nelson NZ; ph: 6435482959,

NZ

NZHGPA m/ship is required.

email: stirling@central.co. nz

Havelock North,

Home of the current NZ PG Open Distance record

Barry Sayer, 107 River Send Rd,

Hawkes Bay,

(112km). Requirements: PG 2 NZ or equiv. rating plus

Napier NZ; ph: 64 6 8434717 or

North Island, NZ

NZHGPA visitor licence, reserve. Max. 100 entries.

Tim Whittaker on email

Cost:: NZ$175. Entries close 31 Dec '97.

wingman@xtra.co.nz

29 Jun-

Sun Peaks Resort, Nats Practice day 28 Jun 98. Pilot briefings: 8am at

Ian McArthur, www.interactive-

4-6 Jul 98

MtTod, Canada

ad.com/hangliding/index.htm

Bento's Day Lodge, beside the main LZ. Speed Gliding
practice: 29 Jun- 3 Jul. Prize: US$1 ,500. Entry fees:
Can$85 (Nationals), US$100 (Speed Gliding)

. . , Pre-World HG Championships 3-11 Jul 98
. . , 14th International Venezuela

22-28 Mar 98

Monte Cucco,

Official Registration: 2 Ju198. One rest day will be given

Perugia, Italy

in case of 6 tasks in a row. Prize giving: 12 Jul98

FIVL fax: +39 (0) 11752846.

La Victoria,

Good weather, excellent conditions, good scenery, a lot

Alejandro Riera, ariera@etheron.net

Venezuela

of airtime & fun. We invite all of you to participate.

More information soon.

FIVL http://www.fivl.it or
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100%

Tambo

TONI McERLANE

What does it mean'? Is it when you fly at
Mt Tamborine you can never leave it'?
As in 'land in the bomb-out every day' or
'spend 100% of your time on, around or below
Mt Tamborine''?
or the first 2 days of the Canungra Classic that's what I
thought it meant. Then I did the same thing at Beechmont
for the next 2 days and I started to question 100% Tambo,
in fact, I started to question my flying, especially when the guns
still managed to get away most days, in scratchy conditions.
If you're one of those guns or have flown a lot of comps,
this article may not interest you, but if you're like me and are
thinking about flying your first comp - keep reading.
Having never entered in a comp and with only 100 hrs
to my name, I was a little apprehensive about flying in large
gaggles and, knowing that Canungra was to be a decision
making comp for placings in the Australian team, I thought
I might get in the way of some of the serious hot shots. I didn't
though, and I never got anyrhing but encouragement from the
other pilots.
I've already told you that I bombed on the first 4 days, but
that doesn't mean I didn't get any airtime or experience. Most
of those days, the bomb-out only got me after a decent fright,
I mean fight, I mean flight. It kept dragging me down, down
and I kept getting back up (mostly). I kept trying, sometimes
two flights a day, and on the fifth day I rose. Oh yeah, none of
this 100% Tambo for me! I'm out of here.
I was so worried about getting up, I didn't see where the
other pilots had gone. I made it to the first turn point down the
ridge and nearly back to launch - well, I guess that's better
than the previous days. The next day and the next, I flew better
and better, further and further, and on the last day, I flew great
and had a great time.
When the comp started, my launches were good; when
I left, my launches were fantastic. Tambo's a great launch but
should never bee underestimated. Every day we flew there we
had to run pretty hard down the slope to get off the deck.
The launch director was really encouraging, the organisers
were pretty efficient and helpful, and the locals were good for
a laugh and local flying tips.
I flew 14 hours in 8 days, I made a lot of decisions: when
to launch, where to fly, how to fly, how to scratch, who to
follow (and who not to) and which paddock to land in. After
• flying in gaggles, I found driving in Sydney's peak hour traffic
a breeze. I forgot about work, study; I flew every day and in
my dreams at night. I got really sore arms and thought I might
not be able to carry my glider to launch, but I survived - and
loved every minute of it.
Oh yeah, so what is 100% Tambo? It's the logo representing
a full on attempt to save Mt Tamborine from developers. It's a
damn good cause, as this is a great place to fly. So buy a bumper
sticker from the Canungra club and support our cause.
By the way boys, if anyone tells you, you fly like a girl, take
it as a compliment. Congratulations Tove Heaney!
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New from Pro Design

Just in time for Christmas, the USHGA has brought our their
1998 Hang Gliding Calendar, full of beautiful colour photographs
set in spectacular sceneries. Get something inspiring up on your
office wall!
Cost for one calendar, airmail delivery, is US$19.95, two
calendars by airmail delivery US$32.90 (cheques must by in US
funds drawn on a US bank). Mail ro: USHGA, PO Box 1330,
Colorado Springs CO 80901-1330, USA.
Orders may also be forwarded with Visa/Mastercard details to
fax: 0019 1 (719) 632 6417 or email: ushga@ushga.org
Jeff Elgart, USHGA

Pro Design new Eole's performance is similar to the Compact, with
even more forgiving handling, safety in flight and re-sale value. Pro
Design canopies are designed for a competitive lifespan of several
years to protect the pilot's substantial investment.
The Relax is a new generation glider with V cell technology. It
has achieved a DHVl-2 rating (the same as most beginner gliders)
bur with more performance than most "high performance
intermediate class" gliders. In Europe, the glider was regarded as the
best in its class last year.
The Max, replacement for the 95 Wo rlds winner, the High, is
not for competition pilots only. The production version has already
won the Stubai Cup with the highest glide of any canopy to date,
9.2: 1, competing against prototypes from other manufacturers. The
glide and speed of the High are surpassed with a great sink rate and
far easier handling and stability. Unlike some competition wings
this wing can be enjoyed by the experienced pilot while still
matching the competition. For more information phone
Gany Stevenson on 0352610060 (bh) or 018351389.
•

Win a USHGA Hang Gliding Calendar

Firebird Netted!

To one lucky person, Skysailor will give away a copy of the new
calendar. The best cover photo (vertical colour slide or A4 colour
print) received by the next deadline, 1 January 1998, will receive
a USHGA Calendar as a reward.
The Editor

Firebird's dedicated website contains information on gliders as well
as info on the company and staff. Other pages include reviews, dealer
listings, ptoduction, news, a Robbie Whittall page and a photo
gallery. You can find the site at http://firebird.computer-partner.de
Barney Barnes, Firebird PR

1998 USHGA Hang Gliding Calendar - Out Now!
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The Nova Vertex

204 km in a paraglider in Australia

Vertex is Nova's new high performance glider to replace the Xyon.

On 7 November 97, Godfrey Wenness flew his Omega 4 204km
from Mt Borah ro land near the NSW/QLD border after 6.5
hours. The previous day he had flown a distance of 197km in 5.5
hours, landing 85km west of Morree. Conditions on both days
were far from epic with numerous time consuming low saves.
The distance is the longest flown by an Australian paraglider
pilot yet and also the longest achieved by hill launch. Godfrey's
flight makes a promising start to the new season.
•

As sleek as the Xenon, performing not far behind the Nexon, the
Vertex 26 with speed system has just passed DHV 2/3. Nova's test
pilots reported an imptoved sink rate, glide over full speed range,
higher trim speed and lOkm/h more top speed, making it suitable
for advanced pilots who enjoy XC and competition flying.
Nova's new comp wing, the Nexon, has also been getting some
excellent results. 1st at Preddvor PWC; 2nd at Piedrahita and Morzine
PWC; 1st, 2nd, 3rd at the Austrian Nationals; 1st, 3rd at the Swiss
Nationals, the British Nationals and the World Air Games. For
more information see Nova's home page: www.cybernet.dkInova

New vario from Flytec
The new entry level vario Flytec 4005 has much the same features
as the well ptoven 4010 except for a computer link. However, the
cu rrent flight data log of up to 20 flights can be printed direct to a
printer. All other features, like individual set-up parameters, two altimeters, QNH setting, variometer analog and digital with ASI acoustics,
speed display, temperature display, time functions, incl. real time
clock and many more functions are available on this new instrument.
The retail price will be approximately $100 below the 4010.
For more information, please contact Peter Eicher on phone
03 94552236 or fax 03 94552237, or your nearest Flytec dealer.
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APCO news
The Futura 38 Light Tandem is a zoomed version of the 30, bur
will carry 120-160kg total. It is configured as a light bi-place glider
also suitable as a "big man's glider" for pilots of 100+ kg.
Mayday Tandem Emergency Parachute is intended and
specially designed for professional tandem paraglider pilots and
features pull down apex, Fl-11 cloth, good sink rate, fast opening,
stability and low pack volume. Now completing ACPUL certification.
The Clinch Bag is roomy enough to contain all your hurriedly
stuffed gear and clinches wi th a tie rope. Made from heavy duty
cloth and with padded shoulder straps and added pocket, it can
also be used to cover your unpacked glider and protect it from UV
For more information call 02 42680048 or email
erez@onaustralia.com.au
ErezBeker

Corryong Fly-In
Xmas/New Year
competition

Important Site Notices
Winkipop, Great Ocean Rd, VIC
Site rating:
Advanced
Launch height: 120ft asl
Wind direction: Easterly
Wind strength: Min. 15 kt
Winki is a low coastal site with no bottom lancling, situated next
to the world famous Bells Beach. The launch area has been closed
in by a fence due to damage done to native plants in the area.
The new set up area is located on the west side ofthe road. Once
glider and pilot are ready to launch, they have to cross the road,
open the gate, move into the lalllch area and close the gate again!
Please ask spectators to heed the sign and stay out of the fenced
off area. It is the responsibility of each pilot to make sure the
gate has been closed after them. Help preserve this sensitive site!
No top landing in the launch area. The only top landing
area is in the set up area where you can expect a strong wind
gradient! Beach landings are either left oflaunch at Jan Juc or
approx. 1km to the right of launch past Bells Beach at
Southside. Bells Beach is too small to safely attempt a lancling.
The site is best flown in a moderate to fresh easterly. A good
positive launch will see you get away cleanly. In a seabreeze anything can happen and the bomb out is boulders and pounding
surf! O n a good day it's relatively easy to fly down the coast to
Anglesea where lanclings are made at the river mouth, but in the
summer months the beaches are full of people, so please fly safely!
Please call any of the local Safety Officers before attempting
to flying this site. They have some helpful hints that can mean
the difference between an enjoyable flight and a long walk out
from a narrow beach with no easy access, or worse.
Current Safety Officers of the Dynasoarers Great Ocean
Road Hang Gliding Club:
Ted Remeika
015841107
Tony Hughes
0352612415,0417379847
warren McDonald
0352413852
Rob van der Klooster
0352223019
Peter Hannah
0352632335

Fairhaven, Great Ocean Rd, VIC
Top landing at the Fairhaven, Moggs Creek site is now totaUy
banned for both paraglider and hang glider pilots.
This has come about because of safety considerations in
regard to powerlines behind launch, the amount of spectators
around most days and because of Parks Victoria requirements
(from whom we lease the launch site).
Even if there's nobody around: Do not top land.
Ted Remeika, SO Dynasoarers H GC

Corryong area, VIC
All pilots are requested to contact ~yne Potocky (Corryong
Safety Officer) before flying any sites in the Corryong area.
Complaints received during last year's flying season were:
• Landing among young stock
• Leaving gates open
• Climbing fences
• One crew drove through a sown and irrigated pasture!
Most of these incidents were caused by pilots who were
unknown in the area and hadn't bothered to contact
anyone first.
Sites are lost because ofsuch behaviour.
Contact me on 0260771201 prior to flying. I keep a record of
who is flying where (Corryong is a remote area) and explain the
do's and don'ts of flying in a rural area. The Tourist Info Centre
in Corryong also has my phone number. lVl:
R
ky (.SOil
wayne otoc
:;

Practice Day 26 Dec 1997,
comp days 26-31 Dec.
Day prizes, no entry fee,
all welcome: Nev! Roy's on
fire! Gerry bring your
Hills Hoist not your
Bag ofDirty Washing.
For more information call
Greg Smith 0242942212
before 8pm.

Bad weather?
You can always look at Skywalker's Paragliding Server:
www.members.inic.coml
buechmann
To practise your German,
chat with other pilots in Europe
at: www.Jlyandfon.ch
•

US PG Nationals
(King Mountain, Idaho)
1st place went to Othar
Lawrence, a young pilot from
Colorado flying the new Firebird
Cult. He was the only pilot to
make goal every day, always
finished in the top 10 and
managed to beat an international field of 50 pilots.
Robbie Whittall came 2nd on
Firebird's intermecliate glider, the
Flame. David Bridges came 3rd
on the new Edel prototype.

155km Nordic Record
Finnish paraglider pilot Tuomas
Seppanen launched by tow at
12:45 on 1 July 97 on his
Firebird Flame from Jamijarvi,
Finland. He flew for 6h45min
to land at Turku and claim the
new Nordic record of 155km . •
+

Gawler Microlight
Lessons
In a move to better service
residents in the northern
suburbs, Adelaide Airsports is
expanding its operations to
include trial instruction flights
and lessons in microlight aircraft from the Gawler airfield
on a regular weekend basis as
of 1 November 1997. Senior
Pilot Instructor, Rob Hatswell,
will run a microlight school
from Gawler as a satellite
facility of our full-time training
centre based at Strathalbyn.
Rob has been instructing
with Adelaide Airsports for the
past 3 years and has been
involved in many of our cross
country adventures, including
the epic flight to Birdsville in
1996 and the Great River
Safari of 1997. He is also a
qualified tug pilot and
regularly pilots the tug for our
tandem hang gliding aerotow
operations. Rob has just taken
delivery of the latest release
m icrolight, the all new
Airborne Edge X, so you can
rest assured that he is both well
equipped and well qualified to
make your lessons fun and
constructive.
If you live on the north
side of Adelaide and have
never before had the
opportunity to experience the
thrill of triking, this is your
chance to book in for a TIE
Bookings for lessons can be
made 7 days a week at
Strathalbyn or weekends at
Gawler on our head office
number 08 85563030 or
Rob Hatswell's mobile
0414809054.
Larry Jones

Great Christmas Gift Ideas! 11=

Airborne - at one with the Alps : 120 colour pages of brilliant
photos by Swiss paraglider pilot Andreas Busslinger .................. $ 95
Sky Watch Wind Meter : Tiny, waterproof & accurate. Takes the
guess work out of wind strength measurement. Swiss made .... $ 99
Manzella Wind Stopper Gloves : Made in the USA ..... ..... $ 45
Hanwag Fly 2000 Boots: Designed for paragliding to reduce the
incidence and severity of foot injuries. Winner of magazine tests .. $ 350
FLYTEC Varios : The world leader - various models from .... $ 520
Glider UV bag : The BIG stuff sack for those big toys ............ $ 35
All prices include express postage. Credit card phone orders accepted.
Contact Godfrey at PARAFUNALlA, " The Mountain" Manilla NSW 2346

Ph: 02 67856545

Fax: 0267856546
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Cairns Hang Gliding Club
The Gillies - Flying, fellowship & families

Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Southern Cross is a Melbourne based club with 27 current financial
members of all skill levels. We regularly fly as a club at sites around
southern and northern Victoria.
We meet on the last Wednesday of each month, usually at one
of our homes, and publish a small newsletter to let members know
of any upcoming events, and stories about our flying experiences.
This newsletter includes a 'buddy list' and we encourage all
members to call around before going flying. Each meeting, we vote
on encouragement awards, including 'most improved', 'longest
flight', 'best height gain' among others. We also bring along videos,
books and magazines to share around amongst the club. We aim to
hold social 'fly-ins' and fun competitions throughout each summer,
the first this year is being planned for the beginning of October.
This year, our members went up to Michelago for an inter-club
competition with the Kosciusko club during the Easter long
weekend. For next Easter we've invited their club to Victoria [Q
make this an annual event.
Safery is stressed at all times within the club, our experienced
pilots try to help the newly licensed with advice on all aspects of
flying. All new members are encouraged to fill out an ambulance
membership form.
Southern Cross' primary goal is [Q promote the transfer of skills
from experienced to restricted pilots by having a friendly, nonintimidating atmosphere within the club.
Further information or queries may be directed to myself at:
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc. Unit 1/8, Manor Street, Brighton
VIC 3186, Phone: 03 95928382 or 018450626.

Nic Mafth, Secretary, Southern Cross Paragliding Inc

Blue Mountains HG Club
Over the past 3 months our club members have been busy selling
raffle tickets. The recipients of funds raised were the Careflight
Helicopter Service as well as the club. About $950 were raised of
which half was donated to the helicopter service. We thank the
following sponsors for kindly donating prizes for the raffle:
Kathmandu, Skybound Hang Gliding School, Up & Away
Paragliding School, Rocksports Adventure Company and Moyes
Gliders.
Places for the 1998 Corryong Cup are filling f ast. If you're
planning to leave it to the last minute to register you'll probably
miss out. Pilots who've registered but not yet paid should forward
their cheques, payable to the BMHGC, ASAP. Preference will be
given to paid up pilots as positions fill up.
Our club has commenced regular "Novice Fly Days".
Scheduled each month on the Sunday prior to the club meeting,
these are in addition to the regular club outings and are
specifically targeted at novice pilots. Novice pilots are taken to an
appropriate site by a rostered advanced pilot. So far flying
condition have not been great for these days but with a bit of
luck conditions will pick up soon.
Inquiries regarding our club can be addressed to the contacts
listed in the back of this magazine. If you would like to attend
one of our meetings you would be more than welcome.

Graeme Garlick

Beautiful weather prevailed, even though flying was difficult in
often marginal lift. Best flight of the week end was by Joe Reys,
who flew well on the way to Dimbulah. The trophies were a joy to
behold and a delight to receive. Designed and crafted by the
Graham family, Peter, Ian and Wayne, they featured a vertically
mounted hang glider wing of polished silky oak, screwed to a
gleaming black and grey marble base.
Results

A-Grade
I Graham Etherton

B-Grade
Bernie Zwahlen

2 Ian Graham

=2 Russell Kra utz

3 Scott Payten

=2 Broderick Osborn

Eungella this year was by and large an earth bound event. The
companionship was great, but the wind decided to go "over the
back" this time.
Lance Keough

New homologated FAI world records
Paragliding - Female
1. Speed over 25km triangle: 14.24km/h
Site: Plaine Joux (F), 9/6/97, Fiona Macaskill (UK)
Paraglider: Airwave XMX
Previous World Record: New
2. Speed over 25km triangle: 18.98km/h
Site: Le Revard 4 Vallees, Savoie (F), 18/6/97, Isabelle Sigwalt (F)
Paraglider: Advance Sigma 3
Previous World Record: 14.24 km/h (see 1.)
The list of winners of FAl awards for this year, including pictures
and details, is now available on the FAl web site, at: www.fai.org/
~fai/awards/awards_19961
•

FAI Young Artists Contest 1998:
Create a poster for "Air Sports in the Olympics"
FAl is concerned with sporting and recreational aviation, including:
• hang gliding and paragliding
• microlightfultralight flying
ballooning, gliding and parachuting
aerobatics
model aircraft
light aircraft and helicopter flying
The Australian representative of FAl, the Australian Sport Aviation
Confederation (ASAC) is arranging for a national competition.

There will be three age categories - 6-9, 10-13, and 14-17,
with a maximum of 9 paintings (3 from each age category) from
each country submitted for judging by an international jury.

There will be gold, silver and bronze medals presented to each
ofthe age group winners, together with diplomas.
The HGFA has been asked to seek individual members' inprinciple support to provide prizes for the winners. Visits to sport
aviation facilities and museums, and flights in craft involved in the
wide spectrum of sport aviation are some suggestions.
ASAC will publicise this event to schools Australia-wide,
through State authorities. As well, ASAC will coordinate the
judging of entries and arrange for the final submission to FAl.

This is an exciting project. Not only will it capture the imagination
ofyoung artists everywhere, but it will raise the awareness and
interest ofyoung people in sport and general aviation as well
I hope you will share my enthusiasm for the FAl Young Artists
Contest 1998, and give it your practical support.

Michael JH Alves, Executive Officer FAl
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VHPA General Meeting

Upcoming Trike Events:

Safety
At the recent YHPA meeting, it was mentioned that a couple of
existing pilots had been seen "helping" some friends with a "a bit of
ground handling" in the Torquay and Cairns Bay areas. This is
illegal, and contravenes CASA regulations. At least one noncertified so-called instrucror is currently in the process of being
taken to court for damaging an unwitting victim whilst trying to
teach them to fly.
At present, the only Level 2 paragliding instructors certified to
source and teach students in Victoria are Charly Fellay, Brian Webb
and Hans Van Santen. Level 1 instructors (certified to work directly
under the supervision of a school or club) are Peter Christian, Rosie
Fletcher, Fred Gungl, Ted Jenkins, Jeremy Torr and Garry
Stevenson. If any HGFA pilots see any other people teaching or
attempting to teach on their own, do all of us a favour and
a)
find out who they are then
b)
ask them to stop.
It may seem a bit like Big Brother, but if we lose flying sites
because people don't know how to fly, we will all be the losers.
Thanks in advance for the help on this one, and thanks to those
who have already acted responsibly and told us about it.
Forward any reports to C raig Worth, HGFA Operations
Manager on 02 65592713 or Jeremy Torr, YHPA Senior Safety
Officer on 03 97705770.

Advancedflight training courses for trike pilots

Top Landing Restrictions
Sites along the entire West Coast area are still very sensitive in terms
of top landing, especially Winkipop, Fishermans Beach and Spion.
All are pretty dodgy places to top land and Craig Worth, the YHPA
and the local Dinosoarers club all agreed top landing should be
prohibited at these sites in view of long-term safety and site
viability. Until further notice, and unless in an emergency, land on
the beach.
Paramotors
A couple ofHGFA members have recently reported seeing powered
paragliders flying in controlled airspace in both Moorabbin and
Avalon vicinities.
This is a very serious situation and will really rub the GA
commun ity up the wrong way if it becomes a frequent occurence.
It may also prejudice flying in less contentious areas. Observe the
normal controlled airspace regulations! Just because you are capable
of taking off anywhere, doesn't mean you can. Local airspace maps
are available from most airport shops and suppliers, so get one
and check it out before you take off with in 18km of any airport
or airfield.

The Right Altitude, Benalla, is running advanced manoeuvres and
safety courses for current Pilot Certificate holders. You will be
instructed in advanced aircraft handling and manoeuvres, flying
methods in various weather conditions, how to properly "read" the
weather, what not to do in certain circumstances, what not to do
ever, and be brought up-to-date on rule changes. If you've picked
up any bad habits, this is a chance to fix them. The course includes
front seat and rear seat instruction and flight theory. The next
course is on the weekend of 6-7 December. Cost is $190, numbers
are limited. Call Tony Dennis on 0418 574068 (mob) or fax (03)
57626227 to reserve a place.

Aircraft inspections
Also on Saturday, 6 December between 11am and 2pm, Tony
Dennis will check your trike over free of charge and suggest any
repairs/maintenance needed. Just turn up at the Right Altitude
hangar in Benalla.

Mystery weekend trip
Flyaway from Benalla on the weekend 13/14 December to a
mystery location. We hope to be joined by many pilots from the
newly formed Southern Trike club in Melbourne. A BBQ is
planned and for those of you who wish to do some sky-camping,
we can organise an overnight camp at our mystery airfield. Bring a
sleeping bag. (There is no need to stay the whole weekend - if you
could make it for a day that would be great.) Call Tony on 0418
574068 (mob) or fax (03) 57626227.

Hang Gliding World Championships
The Hang Gliding Worlds are held in Forbes in January '98. This
year's Worlds use tow launching (by cars, ultralights and trikes) and
there will be over 300 hang gliders competing. This is a good
opportunity to get together with Victorian and NSW trike pilots.
For more information, see the next issue of Skysailor.

Murray Trip '98
Plans are well under way to repeat the '97 successful trip along the
Murray. A National Trike gathering will be held at Wangaratta
Aerodrome on the weekend 28/29 May, after which the "Murray
Trip" will begin. We're planning to fly along the Murray to Mildura
and north to Btoken Hill. 21 trikes participated in the '97 trip and
as you would have read in the articles, the trip was a fantastic
adventure and a great skill and friendship builder. A lot of pilots
described it as the best holiday they'd ever had. All we want to do
next year is fill more rear seats - so if you are thinking of coming,
please bring a passenger or advise us. We have people who would
love to come. Interest in the next trip has come from QLD, NT
and WA pilots. Contact your nearest MAS School for more details.

Tony Dennis

Jeremy Torr

Set-up/pack-up video for trikes
Tony Dennis (The Right Altitude) has just completed producing a
step-by-step set-up and pack-up video using the Airborne Edge or
Pegasus Quantum trikes as examples. 60 minutes of footage show
complete procedures and tips for set-up and pack-up of pod and
wing, including transportation, trailer design for the base and wing
carrier design.
The information is of value to pilots with any type of trike or
modern hang gliding wing. Tony has 15 years experience in hang
gliding and 10 years as an instructor of hang gliding and
microlights. He has travelled around Australia 4 times with trikes in
tow and knows the do's and don'ts of wing assembly, transportation
and equipment protection on long journeys. The video is available
for $59 RRP (plus p&h) from The Right Altitude, phone 0418
574068 or fax 03 57626227 anytime (Credit cards accepted). •

RIGIB Sails and Repairs
Leading Edge Pocket Replacement!
Is your glider's leading edge pocket scratched
up, falling apart, or just too old?

REPLACE IT!
Improves glider performance and
enhances resale value.

Call Andrew on 0411 879673.
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ROB LITHGOW

In September this year Rob enjoyed some
outstanding flying high in the ranges of
Papua New Guinea.

Taking off from nearly 13,OOOft, well above the tree
line, and looking down on the thick blanket of cloud
obscuring the Markham valley thousands of feet
below there was only one catch - there were many
kilometres of jungle clad steep ravines to follow once
I got under the clouds and it was a very long glide
to the first possible landing. As a back-up Hamish
had loaded cable onto the helicopter which had
whisked us up to launch for the likely event that
he would need to winch me out from a tree landing.

t all began at the Birchip Flatlands PG competition in Victoria
earlier this year. I got to know Hamish Roberts while we were on
the same towing team. Our mutual interests lay in the land of
Papua New Guinea. Hamish flies helicopters there, I grew up there.
In fact I first began to build and fly early hang gliders during my high
school years in the highlands ofPNG 25 years ago. I built 8 of them,
our of any materials I could get my hands on - namely bamboo,
plastic, bed sheets, plywood, cable, even aircraft dope and fabric. The
highlands offers an abundant array of grass covered hills and ridges
which fanned my boyhood dream to fly like a bird. Bur that's another
story.
Hamish suggested that if! ever returned to PNG, I should look
him up and we could organise to fly from some very high mountains
he had discovered while flying helicopters. I thought nothing more of
it until I got an invitation from the village where my father had
worked for 35 years as a linguist with Wycliffe Bible Translators,
asking me to be present at the ordination of one of their language
helpers. I jumped at the chance for a visit to my childhood home and
I remembered my conversation with Hamish earlier that year.
First I had to shuffle my itinerary to coincide with Hamish's
availability. That done, I jetted off to PNG via Cairns and arrived in
Lae to experience a remarkable aerial taxi service from the airport to
town (Thanks, Hamish!). As the news of drought in PNG suggests,
Lae's lush jungle greens had dried out to savanna browns and dusr.

I
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The torrential Markham River had shrivelled to a trickle in a wide
dusty riverbed. On the towering mountain ranges that flanked the
Markham Valley, bushfires burned out of control on the remote
jungle-clad slopes. I had never seen it so dry in my life! Thick haze
from the bushfires collected in valleys and ravines and, trapped by a
temperature inversion, remained there for weeks and months. This
made it very challenging for light aircraft to fly around the country
and likewise for Hamish and his Bell LongRanger helicopter. Despite
the drought, it was good to be back again and speaking the local
Pidgin English.
Hamish had met a freelance TV producer in town who had
promptly invited himself in on our paragliding adventures. We set off
early the next morning in the LongRanger and flew to a Telecom
pad on the top of a 9,OOOft range. Hamish landed expertly, despite a
stiff early morning breeze. Once the rotor downwash had cleared and
the trees still refused to return to vertical, we quickly concluded that
launch was blown our. It was blowing a gale and freezing cold! Smoke
haze obscured the landing but it didn't take a genius to conclude that
it was a very long way away and into a cracking headwind. We
decided to pass on that one. Harnish fired up the chopper's jet
turbine and we followed the Bullolo valley to where a waterfall
cascaded down granite cliffs for thousands of feet. Another thousand
feet above the head of the waterfall, the cliffs converged on a tiny
grass covered launch area where the top of this gigantic granite
mountain and a knife-edge ridge joined up to the rest of the
mountain range beyond.
The knife-edge ridge was just wide enough to land the chopper
sideways, one skid on either side - be careful getting out or you could
be prematurely descending thousands of feet! The grassy summit was
just big enough to layout a paraglider and get 5 or 6 steps in before
committing to the wild blue yonder of rhe cliff edge, the waterfall
and the thousands of feet beneath. It was breathtaking to say the least!
I felt like I was standing on top of the world and was very comforted
by the fact that the landing was virtually straight underneath my feet.
T here was even a road winding through the narrow valley. Ah,
civilisation! An occasional puff of wind came up the back face of the
peak which, unlike the shear cliff of the front face, was a very steep
grass-covered slope. I wondered if I botched my launch there whether
I would be able to hang on to the grass or slide down endlessly.
I waited for a puff and launched over the back. 3 or 4 steps, the
canopy was up clean and I was over the edge falling, whooshing
through the grass, falling, accelerating, wondering when I would
reach flying speed. It seemed an eternity bur to my great relief the
wing finally bit into the thin air and pulled away from the slope. I
settled into my harness and looked our over the huge expanse of
steep, grass covered slopes that formed the main range. I turned left
and followed around the granite pyramid to the shear cliffs of the
front face and finally the waterfall. It was spectacular scenery! The
waterfall seemed to tumble endlessly down, then reform before jetting
out over another granite protrusion to reactivate its aerial free fall
before finally, thousands of feet below, it settled into a gorge which
opened on to the valley floor. There was just enough room left to
land next to the creek and road. I enjoyed the views and felt dwarfed
by the immensity of the mOlUltains until I heard the helicopter
approaching. Hamish was dropping like a brick and pulled up next to
my landing SpOt, hovering while our TV friend frantically filmed my
landing approach. Sure beats retrieval by car! We flew home to Lae.

Cfrree n~inq
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Left: Rob. age 12. prepares for his
first flight in a homebuilt topless (I)
wing in the highlands of PNG.
Right: The same hill 25 years later.
Rob gets a push down the gentle
slope for old times sake. Note how
the trees in the valley have grown.
All photos: Rob Lithgow

PNG - THEN ...

T

AND NOW.

he following day our 1V producer convinced us to do the
waterfall flight again, this time he'd be fuming from the valley
floor. There was a catch: I was to carry his "small" camera and
film the waterfall during flight. I asked him if he was serious and he
was. So I asked him if the camera was
insured and it was. After dropping him at
the base, we obligingly headed off to our
mountain peak again. To film me from the
base, I and his $40,000 camera needed to
fly off the front cliff face - groan!
Up on top the air was dead still, but
the morning sun was shining onto the
granite mountain. Over the edge it was
granite straight down all the way to the
valley floor below - there would be no
second chance after an imperfect launch.
Wouldn't I be berrer off base-jumping?
I laid my canopy out very carefully, slung
the camera over my neck and turned it
on. Hamish gave me the thumbs up as
I took my 5 or 6 commirred steps and
hurtled into th in air.
It is impossible to prepare for the
vulnerable sensation of suddenly having a
vast gulf of space beneath your feet as the
earth drops out from under you by so
many thousands of feet. One second
you're on solid earth, the next you're
wondering how secure your
harness stitching really is until
your emotions eventually
adjust to the fact that your
wing really is flying and you
are okay.
I serrIed in to flying with
one hand and fuming with
the other. Round and round
above the waterfall, then alongside the waterfall, endlessly
circling as I followed it down,
again dwarfed by the enormous
vertical cliff face until I broke
away to head for the landing
area. Hamish completed the
sequence with some low level
beat-ups in the helicopter and

our footage went to air on PNG's national1V news a few nights
later. Although I missed it, an old school friend I hadn't seen for 20
years saw me and contacted me to check if it really was moi. I don't
know who was more surprised!

N

ext day's work schedules canned
the possibility of an early
morning flight. I was itching
to have a crack at a 13,000& mountain
in the ranges north of Lae, so I waited
impatiently. Late in the afternoon, after
I'd all but given up hope for the day, the
weather cleared. We hurriedly loaded the
safety cable in case a tree landing became
unavoidable and scrambled into the helicopter. On the flight up, this time without
our 1V friend, I noted the change in
vegetation as the tropical jungle gave way
to temperate forest, towering pine trees
and finally, above the clouds, to small
shrubs, lichen and moss. We followed
the valley to check out landing points.
No one lives this high in the mountains
and the closest sign of human habitation
had been a small garden patch cleared
out of the endless slopes of jungle many
kilometres behind us. Here, there was
just a tiny creek deep in the valley ravine
which we followed. I might be able to
squeeze in there if I was desperate ...
We circled above the craggy peaks
wh ich pierced the sky at 13,000&. The
peaks looked barren, void of trees and
Top: View of the impressive
Strangely out of place in the bright,
granite walls during flight.
warm sunshine above the blanket of
Left: The canopY. dwarfed by
white clouds far below. It seemed like
the mountain and waterfall.
we were on another planet. A plateau
between two peaks looked the most suitable place to land the
helicopter and it opened on to a quite decent take-off slope. We
landed and Hamish kept the engine running because the air is too
thin to restart the turbine above 10,000&.
I had been conscious of the need to monitor myself for symptoms
of hypoxia. At the launch altitude of nearly 13,000& I felt slightly
light headed and definitely out of breath when I moved around too
quickly, but if I took it slowly I felt fine. My main concern was for
Hamish flying the helicopter. We had a small hand-held VHF radio
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Left: Rob gets ready to launch at 13,OOOft, well above the treeline.
Above: View in mid-flight. Rob is heading for the Markham valley on the distant
left, covered by cloud.

so I could keep in contact with him. I readied
for launch, not looking forward to how fast I
would have to run to gain flying speed at this
altitude. 11 years ago I had towed hang gliders
in the highlands ofPNG. My driver had
clocked me at 45km/h still kangaroo hopping
down the airstrip before finally pulling away.
That was at only 5,OOOft, this was more than
double that elevation!
Below launch the mountains dropped
away steeply to the narrow ravine flanked by
ranges on either side, dropping away endlessly
to the south and eventually emptying into the
Markham valley far in the distance. The valley
was now below me and blanketed in white
clouds so thick it looked like you could walk
on them. Apprehensively I looked down on
the clouds which followed back up the valley
intermittently to immediately below launch.
However, by the time I was ready to launch,
my immediate cloud threat was breaking up
to a beautifltl sunny, late afternoon flight.
I had laid the canopy out on uneven
shrubs of tundra towards the steepest part of
the drop-off, had mentally prepared myself
for a tree landing and had asked Hamish if
we were both mad. I remembered my introduction to the "Koala Club" in Australia 5
years ago when the reduced glide performance
of a paraglider relative to a hang glider had
caught me out. The tree landing itself was
soft and easy. The hard part was balancing in
the tree while pulling the canopy in line by
line and stuffing it in the backpack, dropping
it to the ground and climbing down. Here I
would need to pack up the canopy, then hold
onto the tree while Hamish hovered overhead
and lowered a cable down which I would
clip into with my harness carabiners. I had
visions of the rotor down-wash shredding my
tree perch and shaking me out of it.
Nightfall was fast approaching and any delay
could well mean a cold night alone in the
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Top: descent from 13,OOOft. Launch was the
saddle just to the left of the riser.
Bottom: Following the ravine towards the
Markham valley into the bushfire haze and still
above the clouds.
All photos: Rob Lithgow

remote jungle. At least I had radio contact.
So much for calculated risk.
The canopy did not come up evenly the
first time. I aborted and laid it out again.
This time some sort of cycle (above the
clouds?) came up the face and it was an easy
inflation. I even needed Hamish's help to
push me off The air was quite gusty at first.
I was still level with launch but certainly
wasn't going up with any strength.
worked my way past the main outcrop
obstructing a clear glide into the valley
and once past it the air smoothed out
into the late afternoon mellow. The range
on the left side of the valley was majestically
steep, its granite walls were well above the
tree line and caught the late afternoon sun.

I

I altered my flight course to follow this sunlit
side of the valley and make use of any small
currents of rising air to extend my glide. I
heard the whine of the helicopter and looked
up to see Hamish overfly me, keeping well
clear. Later I learned that he'd flown with
one hand while filming me with my video
camera with the other. I thought that deserved
a medal, especially when he captured my
landing on film! I tried to contact him by
radio but first got no response. It took me
ages to readjust the frequency on the unfamiliar radio, but it sure was good to finally
hear Hamish's voice.
While I trimmed the glider to fly hands
off to shoot a whole roll of film, Hamish
radioed me what was ahead around corners
I couldn't see past. Only now was I apptoaching some cloud. I'd followed the ravine for a
long way and the creek was getting closer,
but I still couldn't see anywhere open enough

Not all flying in PNG is this demanding
or hazardous! In fact this kind of flying
is not recommended for any but the
most seriously brain-dead prepared
to accept carefully calculated but.
nevertheless. serious risks.
There are also other, more rela xing
recreation al activities to enjoy in PNG,
as Rob foun d out during his rec ent visit.

Much of the highlands of PNG is
covered with rolling grass-covered
ridges and ranges, although few ro ads.
For those who are inspired to hike up
mountains and fly down it is an endless
paradise or you can rent a helicopter to
get a lot more flying in. The Markham
Valley runs inland from Lae for 200km
and is wide and flat, flanked by ranges
which immediately rise to 5,OOOft and on
to more distant mountains. The
Markham Valley has good distance
potential and has a road right up the
centre of it, which I have towed up from
in hang gliders. I have also launched
from the Cassam Pass, where the road
leaves the valley plains and winds up
the 5,OOOft ra nge to the highlands.

for a landing. The sides of the valley ran
down ro a steep V and the slopes were now
heavily rree covered.
The late afternoon sun was catching the
smoke haze from bushfires, making it
difficult ro peer into the darkened side of the
valley. I took off my sunglasses and drifi:ed
through some wisps of cloud, carefully
avoiding the larger masses and it really gor
darker once beneath the clouds.
Quite low now, I tried to decide what
kind of tree I would pick ro land in. I didn't
fancy any of them. Hamish radioed me thar
if! could cut over the next prorruding slope,

the little patch of cleared garden space would
be just beyond. What a relief! I would make
it comfortably. As I flew over, the little patch
of semi-cleared land, nestled in the side of
the range just above the creek, came into
view. Everywhere else was jungle and now
darkening clouds and I was thankful
someone had decided to plan a garden here.
I set up an approach over the creek and
performed a couple of height-loss
manoeuvres. Although I had descended a
long way I was still at 5,000fi: and knew my
landing speed would be fast. I had lined up
my final ro just drop in pasr the log fence
bordering the garden when I discover that it
was covered with tree stumps cut off at about
3 or 4 feet. There was no way I could run
berween them and this would definitely hurt!
I pulled off ro the down slope side of the
garden where saplings were growing along
the log fence. I aimed for the saplings and
bushes, the ground rushed up fast, I flared
hard and deep - it didn't appear to slow me
down at all - and plan red my feet ahead of
me on one of the saplings. It bent over
beautifully absorbing all of my speed like a
giant shock absorber and the canopy
fl uttered to rest.
I had landed without a scratch! The ground
was steep, really steep. I climbed up ro the
garden and waved to Hamish, unpicked my
canopy from the saplings and stuffed it into
the backpack and strode out into the
clearing. The trees had been felled and used
ro build the fence but the tree stumps had
been lefi: and there sure were heaps of them.
It was roo steep for the helicopter ro land, so
Hamish hovered a few feet above the garden
while I climbed on to the skid and scrambled
inside. We both laughed ourselves si lly. I had
launched from nearly 13,000fi: and landed at
5,000fi: - a vertical descent of nearly 8,000fi:.
More than the highest mountain in
Australia! As we fo llowed the ravine our we
discovered it was only another couple of k's
and a bend or rwo ro a village and an airstrip.
It sure was a memorable flight and
an epic few days of adventure challenges.
This chopper retrieve stuff was designed r::J
in heaven!
.,.

I especially thank Hamish for his innocent
suggestion to fly the peaks ofPNG and for doing
so much to make it all possible. It was great, mate!
Rob grew up in the highlands and on
the coast and islands of Pap ua New
Guinea between the ages of2 and 17
years. He speaks several of the local
languages and has a good grasp of the local
p eople and customs as well as knowing the
local geography. If this kind ofp ioneer
flying appeals to you and you're planning a
tour to PNG or you'd like a copy
of the video, including the TVfootage,
contact Rob Lithgow in Torquay, VIC on
Ph/Pax 03 52612895.

Your ticket to
new XC horizons ...

OMEGA 4
With an impeccable race
proven pedigree the
ADVANCE OMEGA 4
represents the current
state of the art in
handling, refinement,
safety and performance
combined in a series
production high
performance paraglider.
The OMEGA 4 is not just
for seasoned XC and
competition pilots but is also
suitable for experienced
ambitious pilots ready to take
the next step up from
a performance intermediate.
Available in 3 sizes: 25, 28 & 31 rrf
For all up weights from 75 - 120 kg
Certification: Afnor 'Comp' & DHV 213

OMEGA 4 is only available
direct from the importer.
For more Information contact:
Godfrey Wen ness - PARAFUNALIA
"The Mountain" Manilla NSW 2346

Ph: 02 67 85 65 45
Fax: 02 67 85 65 46
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In general aviation, the "high risk" period for pilots occurs between 300 and 500 hours, in hang
gliding it's closer to 50 to 100 hours. This is the time when your confidence is high, but your
experience still on ly limited. Even if you are one of those who believes you can do no wrong, think
again - and listen to other pilots t ell you from their experience.

S~fe

Tkot.gkts

GORDON M AC KENZIE

BRI A N RUSHTON

The position of Senior Safety Officer came to me, and I suspect to
a lot of my flying buddies, as quite a surprise. Nevertheless, here I
am, keen to share my thoughts on safe hang gliding.

n some occasions, on the coast or inland, you may
encounter a sudden improvement in lift conditions. You
may notice that your glide angle has improved significantly
or even find that magic lift, where normally you would only get sink.
What can cause this and what do you need to watch out for?
That unusually "blissful" flight is commonly due to convergence.
While soaring on the coast, watch out for slightly "bending"
windlines on the ocean, combined with a slowly freshening wind and
you could soon be a lot higher than before and even find lift away
from the ridge. Sometimes low cumulus will mark the changing
conditions and give you an indication of a developing convergence.
Expect a change in conditions and be prepared for a possibly different
approach on landing.
Picking the conditions inland can be more demanding due to
localised thermal activity. As a general rule: Think as you would on
the coast, use your observational skills to analyse telltale signs of
change and once you encounter unusually great lift independent of
thermals, be prepared for other changes in flying conditions, wind
velocity or direction.
If your blissful flight then leaves you in a blissed-out state of mind,
re-focus and concentrate as you plan your landing approach and take
into account the change in conditions. Even experienced pilots can
be caught out on landing after enjoying too much magic air.
n
Make sure the day's flying will be a happy memory for you.
a.l

irst I'll let you in on a secret that should level the playing field:
Every "advanced" pilot I know, without exception, has had a
serious or potentially serious accident of some description
during their flying career. As mere mortals, making mistakes is something we live with.
In itself this is not problem, being human, we learn to work
around it. The real problem is believing that you can't make a mistake.
Confidence in yourself is a good thing, it's hard to succeed withour it.
Overconfidence is something completely different, and in our sport it
can kill or, worse still, leave you crippled.
When I first started flying, I was on a mission. I constantly flew
"balls out" way on the edge of my limits. Predictably enough, to all
but me, my attitude adjustment was swiftly delivered. First time in
my new Xtral ite, first time over the back of Becolunont, first time
over 6,000ft, feeling like a legend ready to set the world on fire.
Everything was great until I had to land and found myself low and
slow with a tree between me and my landing paddock. You guessed
it, I hit the tree and speared head first into the ground from 50ft.
Naturally, 1 was knocked out, but lucky enough to wake up. The 5
seconds it took to move my legs were the most frightening seconds of
my life! I walked away from my mistake with nothing but a broken
arm and, if you haven't guessed, was real happy about that.
Although this all sounds pretty melodramatic, I still believe that
flying hang gliders is awesome. I'm more comfortable hanging around
at 5,000ft than screaming down the highway at 100km/h. It is
important though to know your limits and fly within them. If your
ego is anything like mine, you may find that it takes a little practice.
Next time someone comes up and offers you some advice, grab it
with both hands. Chances are that they've been where you're at right
now. If you're tempted to dismiss advice because you think it comes
from control freaks who get a deal of satisfaction at pointing out your
short falls, think carefully. Most advice is delivered with good
intentions and a degree of accuracy. I'm not saying that all advice is
good advice, but remain open mined enough to make your own
informed decisions after you've listened.
If you're new to the sport I'll give you some of the best advice
I have: Keep your eyes and ears wide open. They're the best teachers
you can have. As for Safety Officers, there's one right inside you:
Your own intuition. If something doesn't feel right, chances are
it's not. Don't ignore your keen sense of self preservation, its got
you this far.
So there you have it, no earth shattering views. I know most
pilots have a good understanding of what's safe and I've tried not
to bore you with the necessities. In my experience, the challenge
is not in knowing what's safe, its putting those safe thoughts
into action.

F
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4 Ireland Street,

equipment stocked

Bright Vic 3741

Philou from $3,690

Email: alpnpara@netc.ner.au
Web: http://www. netc.net.au/alpnpara/

AXON from $3,950
Vertex from $4,390

n l Pin (

PHHHG lI O l n ~

courses available

Nokia and Charly helmets, full face and open
High Adventure flying suits
Flyrec and DigiFly varios
Charly and RS2 reserves

o

ICOM

skills improvement clinic

rCOM radios

thermalling clinics

Books, videos, camera and radio holders,

skills and XC clinics
manoeuvres / SIV clinic
hang glider and parachute conversions
tow

courses

Alpine Paragliding have recently acquired the NOVA dealership.
I

1 and 2 day introductory courses
licensing courses
overseas tours, Europe and US
inbound tours and guiding
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Philou and Axon prices have been reduced and the new Vertex is in stock.
Demo Philous, Axons and Vertex are waiting for
Call to arrange your test flight, 03 5755 1753.

Tall Stories

QCibil §biation §utooritp of 3lrelanb
Examination for Initial Issue of Commercial Pilot Licence
Time aUowed: 3 hours. Pass mark: 75%.
CanJiJate's name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (3 marks)
On the front ofa VHF radio set is a switch marked "ON" and "OFF':
In which ofthese two positiom can you expect to get the best reception? (10 marks)
2. When an aeroplane takes off, does it go
Up ! Down! Sideways! North ?
(10 marks)
3. When you take off, do you go
Up ! Down! Sideways! North! Don't know?
(10 marks)
4. Name the odd man out: BAel46! DCIO ! B747 ! QE2
(5 marks)
5. Ifan aeroplane has a lot ofdrag, does this mean:
(a) The pilots are dressed up as hostesses?
(b) Resistance to airflow?
(e) Being towed by a tractor?
(5 marks)
6. Which undercarriage position wouldYOtt select for a normal landing?
(Give your reasons)
(5 marks)
7. If one metre equals 39.36 inches, how long is 50 metres?
(Give your answer in metres)
(5 marks)
8. Is an ISOBAR·
(a) An ieeeream parlour?
(b) A pub in wintertime?
(c) A line of equal atmospheric pressure?
(5 marks)
9. Is a BARREL ROLL:
(a) An acrobatic manoeuvre
(b) Laying a barmaid
(c) Rolling a keg
(5 marks)
10. Who was the first person to fly the English ChanneL'
(a) Victor Mike Charlie
(b) Icarus
(e) M. B1eriot
(5 marks)
11. Plotting' You are flyingfrom Point A to Point B on the chart printed
below. With the aid ofa straight-edge ruler, draw in the track which
you would follow. (Extra paper is available on request).
(10 marks)
1.

X
Point A

Service with a Smile
A crowded United Airlines flight was cancelled due to a mechanical
problem. As luck would have it, the airline left a single customer
service agent with the monumental task of re-booking a long line
of inconvenienced travellers.
Suddenly an angry passenger pushed his way past everyone else
in line to the front of the line. He slapped his ticket down on the
counter and said: "I have to be on this flight and it has to be first
class!" The agent replied, ''I'm sorry sir. I'll be happy to help you,
but I've got to help these folks first, then I'm sure we'll be able to
work something out." The passenger was unimpressed. He asked
loudly, so that the other passengers behind him could hear: "Do
you have any idea who I am?"
Without hesitating, the gate agent smiled, grabbed her public
address microphone and made the following announcement: "May
I have your attention please .. . ", she began, her voice echoing
throughout the terminal, "We have a passenger here who does not
know who he is. If anyone can help him find his identity, please
come to Gate 17." With the folks behind him in line laughing
hysterically, the man glared at the United agent, gritted his teeth
and swore. "F .. . you!"
Without flinching, she smiled and said: "I'm sorry, sir, but you'll
have to stand in line for that too." The man retreated as the people
in the terminal applauded loudly.

From: Microlight FfJing Sept/Oct 97

X
Point B

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Weighs only 2.5 kg
Totally Australian made
Manufactured in S.E. Queensland
24 hour hotline seven days a week
Always in stock for immediate delivery
Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting
Built to the same high standards as skydiving parachutes
Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved
parachute Rigger "B"
9. Free owner's manual with every parachute
1 O. Other models and sizes available

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125, Wynnum Q 4178

Phone: 07 38901716
Fax: 07 38901718
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High Adventure

The Simplicity of Flight

Short Story
DAVID PHILLIPS

Sponsored by High Adventure Airpark
This issue, David Phillips comes to terms with
hi-tech hang gliding, Gilbert Griffith gets back
into 'real' planes, Greg Holbut reminisces about
the good 01' days and Regina Bohler becomes
a role model for the new generation.

The race is on for the best illustrated
short story published in Skysailor
until Feb/Mar 98 issue.
Stories should be around 500 words, involve a
hang gliding, paragliding or triking experience
and be non-fictional. They can be educational.
humourous, adventurous, or all of the above,
and texts should be accompanied by your
photographs, artwork or diagrams (originals
need to be supplied for publication).

THE PRIZE
THE WINNER will be selected by a panel of
judges and is in for a treat: 5 nights and 6 days
at the High Adventure Airpark for 2 people.
This prize includes accommodation, breakfast,
a rainforest horse ride, 2 days of sailing Eco
experience in a 16-foot trimaran, a day of either
winch or aerotowing and a microlight
introductory flight or transport from and to
flying sites in the surrounding area.

Last entries have to be received

One of the attractions of foot
launched flight is the purity it offers: Just
you and the sky, unencumbered and free.
Well, sometimes the reality is a little
different ...
I arrived at my local site for a gentle
afternoon flight. My wife was on hand to
help me launch and to drive the car to the
landing area. Conditions were perfect. It had
been a while since I last flew, so I was feeling
pretty elated as I started unpacking my
paraphernalia.
Rig up, fit the radio to the harness - the
battery was dead. Rummage around for a
spare, fit it to the radio and make a mental
note to charge the battery after flying. Pack
everything away, climb into the harness and
take off. Climb smoothly in silky air, relax.
Jam trousers into zip when closing harness,
brief struggle to free trousers, close zip,
resume climbing, relax.
Turn on radio to say hello to wife, receive
a blast of static because the squelch was
accidently turned down during all the
fiddling about with the radio, reset squelch,
chat briefly to wife, turn off radio because of
annoying local chatter, enjoy silky air for a
while, relax.
Turn radio back on to suggest wife drive
to landing area, no response, jiggle headset
wires and try again, receive faint, unintelligible
response. The radio seemed to be transmitting,

bur no audible reception. Try unplugging
and reconnecting headset, but the wires
tangle in the airstream, break one of the plugs
when inserting it back into radio - no more
radio, resume flying, relax.
Abour this time the Camelbak decides to
join in the fun : The nipple came off in my
mouth while having a drink, the tube
dropped free and started spewing water all
over my parachute and harness. Grab it, stick
thumb over the end to stop the flow leaving me flying one handed, wondering
how I'm going to extract the nipple and put
it back on the tube without dropping it,
flying into someone or drifting over the back
of the ridge. Quickly extract the nipple and
stuff it back on, let go of the tube, grab the
bar, get everything under control again success, all back together without losing a
$12 nipple, resume flying, relax.
After a while I noticed a rather damp
feeling around the nether region . What's
this? Terminal bladder control problems? Not
quite: The nipple wasn't back on properly
and had been siphoning away merrily, water
ran down my harness and found its way in
through the gap in the zips. Refit nipple
several times before finally persuading it to
stop pissing, decide to risk another drink,
but find the Camelbak now empty, decide
"I've had enough", fly down and land,
n
hot, dry and frustrated .
a.1
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By the Seat of your Pants

before 1 January 1998!
GILBERT GRIFFITH

HOW TO ENTER
ANYONE is welcome to enter one or several
stories, as long as they are entertaining. Every
pilot out there has at least one tale to tell, so
next time the wind's not on, put it on paper and
send it to:

Hi,,,- AclveMbire (o.... petitioH
PO Box 197
Helensburgh NSW 2508

LAST ENTRY DATE FOR PUBLICATION IS:
Feb/Mar98

1 January 98

f\it peH to pAper HOW
or ....i{{ O\it!
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After 2 .5h rs dual in a 5kyfox.
I had my first solo jaunt last week. Hooray!
I was beginning to think that it would take
me 5 hours or more to solo, especially when
I watched other students bouncing and yawing
down the strip while I waited for my own
lessons. One guy spent 45min just flying up
and down the valley doing straight and level
practice. I tried to figure our what they, and
I, were doing wrong.
Hang gliding had given me the approach
skills, triking some of the round out skills, and
GA (10 years out of date), some of the rudder
skills. But I was having trouble with the fine
control at touchdown and "sticking it on".
During the last half hour I had been
chatting witll my instrucror about things like
hang gliding. Once I entered the circuit, I
was relaxed enough to let the plane fly itself
while merely making small corrections. My
instructor, Don, said it was like having a

different student from the week before. (I had
used the same method of getring students to
talk about their jobs, friends, homes etc. while
teaching skiing. It took their mind off their
fear.) After a few circuits, including engineoff approaches from 1,500ft, some haity
sideslips and nice smooth landings, I was now
off on my own. I was much less confident
than on my first solo 30 years ago and took
extra care this time, resulting in my best
landing ever.
So what did I learn from this experience?
The requirements for flying different machines
can be so varied that your reflexes need to
become automatic. Everyone has heard about
'flying by the seat of your pants', but what
does it mean? Here I am with 100's of hours,
I've got my final glide coordinated, eyes-brainstick-throttle, and it's easy because there's no
rush. But if those rudder pedals weren't working: Eyes-brain-rudder, oops, too late, power-

Committing Flight

High Rdventure
Competition

GR E G H O lBUT
A wisp o f wh ite suddenly appears in
front of me. Rather than try avoid it, I slow a
little. Glancing down I see tiny objects race
along a black ribbon far below. Maybe
they're cursing the heat? Trapped in their
wheeled tin cans which promise them so
much freedom, but instead enslave them in a
life of perpetual debt.
Slowly the road, the forest and the lakes
are shrouded in mist. Mist? O ops, this isn't
mist, you fool, its cloud! Completely absorbed
in the constant turning and the cheerful chirp
of the Sjostrom , the realiry of my location
has escaped me. A foolish mistake that on
another day could have dire consequences.
N ot today though. Luckily the lift is
steady at an average of 500 up. Pulling the
bar in, the Sting increases speed quickly and
in a few moments the little gl ider bursts
through the clouds leaving a trail of mist
swirling in her wake.
It's been a long journey to the base of this
cloud. It started eons ago, when man first
looked skyward. For me though, seeing Bill
Moyes in tlle papers (often on his way to
hospital) inlpressed me greatly - the flying
that is, not the crashes. Full of youthful
enthusiasm I searched out TASSA and
attended a meeting at Botany in the Pongrass
Industries factory in 1971 or 72. Much time
has passed since I watched Super 8 film shot

rudder yeeck. After a couple of hours, it
changes to: Rudder pushes foot, nerve impulse
to 'seat of pants', foot pushes rudder without
thinking, and meanwhile, brai n supplies
small corrections. Pretty soon your hands
and fee t move by themselves while yo u chat
with the instructor and look at the scenery.

from a Rogallo as it glided
down a valley past a palm tree.
An older man, I think his
name was Steve Cohen, and
another we called the Kernel
(he flew a "Tweery") are all I
can remember now. A friend
came with me to Kurnell and
on our second trip, his crash
after a tail slide quashed my
enthusiasm, but r never forgot
the rush oflife I felt when
after a short run my fee t left
the ground and r committed
flight.
In 1983, while fishing at
Bateau Bay, a strange sound, like wind
rushing through a tree, had me looking up.
Yes, it was a hang glider. Tom Shummack
was the pilot who convinced me it was
possible to fly safely. A quick look in the
yellow pages and I was booked for lessons
with Ian Jarman and Bernie Baer at
Cloudbase. Oh No! I've done it again.
Concenrrate! Now where am I?
The Sting shudders and rolls about as we
pass from the westerly through the sheer
turbulence imo a north-easterly seabreeze.
Not far off, 1,800ft below, is John's farm
where I'm going to land. During the final
glide, 1 think it was the right thing to do

In H G, this is going to take a hell of a lot
more than 2 hours, mainly because we can't
go 'round or do ci rcuits for an hour non-stop.
r took 20 or so landings to get so rted out in
the Skyfox (O K, my refl exes are slow) and
this practice needs to be done in a relati vely
shorr time, a few weeks or less.

after 13 years of high performance wings, to
go back to having fun with a SPOrtS glider.
And this is fun, a world record has just been
broken! I'm the first Greg Holbut to fly so
high or so far on such a day. Flare! T hat was
close, next time I'd better concentrate . . .
It never ceases to amaze me how the
public at large reacts to our determination to
commit flight. Once 1 was just an ordinalY
citizen, but now 1 belong to a group of
special people and only those people understand how r feel and what it means to
be a hang glider pilot!

T he way H G students progress these
days, it's understandable that their landi ngs
are often not up to scratch. Apart fro m a few
days at a trai ning hill, where there is no need
for an approach pattern, most of the emphasis
now is on staying up and going further. The
longer we stay up and the further we go, the
fewer our landings and the rustier and
sloppier they get.
A few days towing cured my rusty H G
landings and make a good addition to any
teachi ng program. Flyi ng
is easy and safe, but if you're having trouble
with approach and landing, my advice is
ro go rowing. A rowing endorsement is
wo rthwh ile and your landings will
definitely improve, especially with the
help of a good instructo r. Yo u can even n
do it in winter!
~

In Australia, you must do 10 or more tows and
experience a couple ofweak link breaks for a
winch/static endorsement. Aerotowing is
another endorsement with similar requirements.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Flying Mums
REGINA BOHLER
It was one of those classic
Stanwell Park days: Sunshine with

white fuzzy clouds, a nice SE blowing and
the whole of Bald Hill covered in wings and
spectators. Ah the spectators, or wuffos as
they are also affectionately known. Few pilots
can resist answering their questions ranging
from the mundane to the weird: "Geez, you
must be strong! How do you manage to
hang on for that long?" (This coming from a
bikie with tattoos allover, and arms the size
of elephant trunks).
Well there I was setting up my glider
when this lady carrying a 3 year old girl
wanders over: "Do yo u mind if we ask you a
question?" "No go ahead", I replied
expecting the usual queries in regards to
where I will land or how much it costs etc.
The lady turns to her little daughter, "Go
ahead, ask." Encouragingly I smile at the girl,
wondering just how I'll be able to explain the
physics of hang gliding to a 3 year old. With
a shy smile the girl asks: ''Are you a mum?"
I'm astounded, shocked even! How could
she possibly tell? By my motherly round figure
stuck in a harness with a front mounted chute
which makes anyone look as though they're

SWISS QUAIUTY WIND S~EED:
MEASURlNG INSTRUMENTS
!i!iiIi

SKYWATCH PRO DELTA
SKYWATCH PRO DELTA is a freeflight
speedometer designed and manufactured in
Switzerland. LCD display features Instant
speed , Average speed, Maximum speed
reached and Distance travelled. Last values
automatically kept in memory and powered
by a Lithium battery, operational for more
than 100,000 hou rs.

(

SKYWATCH

----------Jr( ::~~l(eD:'O-------

Laminar

ST

fun )

-!iPI-IE~E®
. . COMMUN ICA TIONS
161 Bunnerong Road
Kingsford NSW 2032
Email sphere @world.net
http://www.sphere.net.au
Phone: (02) 93449 111 Fax : (02) 9349 5774
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The world's most popular topless
glider is now available in Australia!

SKYWATCH fun is the smal lest handheld
anemometer in the world that reads exact
wind force. Made in Switzerland, this ideal
pocket wind-meter is for all open-airsports
where wind speed is an important factor.
Easy to hold with a waterproof polycarbonate case, it is powered by a lithium battery
which allows more than 1 million highly
accurate 10 second measurements.

For further detail please call,
fax or email us.

pregnant? Somewhat startled I reply: "Well,
yes I am", thinking of my 2 year old being
minded by his dad so mum can indulge in her
love of flyi ng ... Before I have time to recover
she asks me quite seriously: "Do mums fly?"
My brain tries valiantly to respond to this
most elementary and yet intriguing question.
A response which can have huge implications
for the future of the sport as well as the socialising of a little girl. The mother looks at me
and winks with her eyes, as I exclaim: "Yes of
course, mums do fly all the time!" The girl
smiles and seems satisfied, but seemingly just
to make sure she heard correctly she adds:
"Mums fly like dads?"
It was then it dawned on me that many
young children use the word 'mum' or 'dad'
when referring to women or men. "Yes", I
answer even more enthusiastically, "mums fly
just like dads. You can watch me if you like."
And with that I turned my hang glider around
and took off into smooth lift with a smile on
my face. All along sensing the eyes of a little
girl following my every move and hoping that
just maybe I have awakened her dreams n
and shown her how to reach for the sky. aJ
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extensive spares supply in stock in Australia now
• price competitive
142 (l3mz) and 155 (14m2) sizes
For more details on the ST and other Icaro products
ring Steve Blenkinsop 08 83741080
or e-mail sblenk@rocketmail.com
Lookup Icaro at http://www.alphasys.itlicaro and
Larry Tudor at http://www.in!omagic.com!-voador/

HIGH ADVENTURE
1998
Flight Expedition
For Hang and Paragliding Pilots
Novice to Advance pilots welcome!
TOUR 1:

Depart 13 December 97, returning 21 December 97.

TOUR 2:

Depart 14 March 98, returning 22 March 98.

This season we will change our normal route to travel to Tumut,
Corryong, Bright, then last but not least to the famous Forbes
Flatlands, home of the 1 998 World Hang Gliding Championships.

RELAX:

While High Adventure drives you in
their 14 seater airconditioned bus

DISCOVER:

The sites you've only read about

LEARN:

New skills, while High Adventures instructors guide you
with your flying skills by radio and inflight instruction.

TOW:

With High Adventure's smooth reliable hydraulic
winch at Forbes

FLY:

Like you've never flown before

Call High Adventure Airpark for your spot on these tours
on 02 65 565 265 or email highadv@midcoast.com.au
Limited to a maximum of 10 pilots only POA.
Australia's Leading & Largest
.L~A~7~e~

* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites * Adventure Farm Holidays

High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Highway, Johns River NSW 2443
Phone: 02 65 565 265, email: highadv@midcoast.com.au

TREVOR KEE

54 pilots from the Conondale XC Fliers, Canungra,
Byron and Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Clubs
descended upon the Conondale valley to celebrate
our two years of committed XC flying.
e Conondale xc Fliers HG Club has grown from
strength to strength since our messy divorce from the
Sunshine Coast HGC in 1995. Our membership has nearly
doubled in the last 6 months and the recent opening of 3 new inland
sites, within a 10 minute drive from our great winter thermalling sites
of Eggins and Cambroon, predict a long future. Although only 30
minutes drive inland from Noosa, the Conondale Valley reliably
produces 7,500& bases throughout the year.
To celebrate our 2nd birthday, our annual 3 day fly-in/comp,
'Not Quite The Classic', was based at the Kenilworth Homestead.
This quiet, family-oriented camping ground proved a most suitable
place to relax, enjoy and partake in a few quiet sherbets. With horse
trail rides, canoeing, swimming, grass slides, Roley's boot scooting,
gold panning and nights of wild passion in the bunk house; who had
time to go flying? But, because conditions were perfect one day, better
the next and our drivers wanted to see us thermalling to great heights
and flying off into parts unknown, we decided to strap our gliders on
the roof and head up the hill.
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A Hard Day's Flying
Saturday proved to be a strong day, both in wind speed (15-20kt) and
thermal strength (l,200fpm). Although a blue day, most pilots
topp~d out in excess of7,000&. Alf'Rainbow Beach' Carter and son
Brian proved to be great assets to our club, tirelessly working
throughout the day as launch marshals in tricky conditions. 10 pilots
made goal, with the first and fastest time recorded by Drew Cooper,
45min for the 40km flight to Mt Cooroy.
Notable flights and PB's included Carlo Lane making goal in his
1st comp (and starring on the 6 o'clock news clip), and Danny Angel
landing just short of goal on his 1st XC flight in an old Mission
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Cartoons: Trevor Kee

(Some more experienced pilots on high performance wings were seen
deflating his car tyres that night). If anyone witnessed Ian Penda's
landing, please let him know, he doesn't remember a thing. It appears
the combination of an aggressive flying style, leeside rotor and
wanting M.A.T. (more air time) resulted in a heavy nose-in . We all
wish him a speedy recovery and look forward to seeing him in the air
agam soon.
A feature of this years event was our decision to run the
competition as a team event. The field was graded into 3 groups: Top
Guns, Pop Guns & Gymnastics; with a lucky dip deciding team
selections. It was fantastic to see the pleasure and self-worth on the
faces of our up and coming pilots as the more experienced, seasoned
comp pilots ran through pre-flight tips on navigation, communication
and likely thermal sources for the day's task. Thanks to our top guns,
such as Geoff Tulloch, the John Durands, Trevor Crane, Tim
Cummings and others, for making this format such a success.
A Hard Night's Fun
Saturday night was great. Stories of: ... 1,000 up, ... there I was,
... just one more thermal, .. . my arse is still sore from that bouncy,
bony horse ... ; only grew and grew as the night wore on. If anyone
witnessed Chris Nagel's drinking please let him know, he doesn't
remember a thing. The combination of a German lager up-bringing,
copious amounts of cold VB and B.P.S. (Bottomless Pit Syndrome)
resulted in a heavy booze-up. We all wish him a speedy recovery and
look forward to seeing him sober again soon.
The "Oh F*#k Award" goes to Bruce 'Chainsaw' Crerar for his
effort with the Caloundra Council backhoe on Friday morning,
cleaning the set-up area and grading a new track at one of our new
sites, only to run into 3 car loads of slightly agitated rangers wanting
an explanation as to why he was vandalising the State Forest. Oops.
The Saturday night 'Free Meal Deal' Award went to our comp scorer,
Mike Rose.
On Sunday Alf recruited another assistant launch marshal in
Dave Redman. Reddy had decided to trade his glider in for a bag of

jollies at the Comalco Cash-a-Can recycling depot after his 5 second
flight the day before. Light choppy thermals and a 50lem task to
Gympie ai rport rewarded only the most patient of pilots with good
height gains and big flights. Phil Pritchard wo n the day and led his
team to overall victory after survivi ng a spirited ptotest for allegedly
thermalling up in a bottom burp produced by a large bullock. While
most pilots made the mistake of flying for the 'normal' trigger points
(i.e. west facing rock outcrops, tree lines and ploughed paddocks), it
seems Filthy headed for gassy, methane producing bulls with uplifted
tails. Phil attributes his new-found success, never-ending smile and
bounce in his step to late night motivational sessions in the
n
bunk house. Could he be in love?
~
Results
Team
Phil Pritchard, Steve McMahon, John Dunne, (Andrew Horchner)
2

Do you want to join the Australian Hang Gliding
Champions for some awesome Flatlands Flying

Jerry Furn ell, Gavin Burn, Peter Wood

Ind ividual
1st

at Conargo NSW this summer?

Phil Pritchard

2nd

Drew Cooper

3rd

Jerry Furnell

Here is your chance!

A big thank you to Annie Crerar for her organisational skills and for
putting up with us; Gayle, Sue, Pat, Bronwyn and others for the tucker;
Alfand Chainsaw for cleaning up after us; Mike Rose for scoring;
barman Pete ~rner and helpers; music-man Blaino; Speedy for such
decisive site and task selections; Phil Pritchard for 'team' concept, prizes
and parental guidance; Justyn and Margaret ftom Kenilworth
Homestead; Bruce Crerar for clearing the new sites and to all other
helpers, pilots and fomilies for making this such a great weekend.
See you at Reddy's Aerotow Comp at Dalby.

II qOt< aY'8 wrlr.appq
TREV O R KEE
NCE UPON A TIME, there was a non-conforming hang
glider pilot who decided not to flyaway fro m a Cu-nim .
Soon, however, the cloud sucked so hard that he did try
to fly down. After a short time ice began to form on his wings
and, almost frozen, he fell to earth in a paddock.
A herd of cows passed by and crapped on the popsicle pilot.
T he pilot tho ught this was the end, but the man ure warmed him
and defrosted his wings. Warm and happy, able to breathe, he
started to gloat. Just then a large CAA inspector came by and
hearing the boasting, investigated the wild claims. T he inspector
cleared away the manure, found the boasting pilot and promptly
arrested him.

O

This is the perfect adventure for new keen pi lots that want
to learn, learn, learn about thermal XC flying . The tour is
also set-up for experienced XC pilots who just want to show
up with their personal hang gliding gear and fly, fly, fly.
Accommodation is in a great hotel where hot roast dinners
are served until well after midnight if the flying has been
awesome and retrieves long.
We'll again use air-conditioned Toyota Tar agos, for
your comfort.
$200 cash bonus for the first pilot to fly 200km on the tours.

The tour includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 days flying
Accommodation 9 nights
Breakfast lunch and dinner
As many tows as you like
Fly as far as you can every day, we' ll pick you up!
DaiJy weather fax with Stuve diagram
Maps supplied

Adventure 1
Saturday 13/12/97 - S unday 21112/97
(departure from Tarago Flight Park Friday 12/12/97)

Adventure 2
Saturday 2112/98 - Sunday 1/3/98
(departure from Tarago Flight Park Friday 20/2/98)

The price f or this all inclusive tour is

$1,100

THE MORAL OF THE STORY:

1. Not everyone who shi ts on you is necessarily yo ur enemy.
2. Not everyone who gets yo u out of the shit is necessarily
your frie nd.
3. If you're warm and happy in a pile of shit, Keep Your
Mouth Shu t!

We hope to see YOU there!
For bookings and more information call
Tove & Grant HEANEY on

02 4849 4516 or 0419 681212
Tarago Flight Park, Tarago NSW 2580

Book early to avoid disappointment!
Cartoon:frevor Kee

Give the Canberra Hang Gliding Centre
a call for more information, hang gliding
is our business, not a problem.
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JOHN McKENRY

Tro p ical jellyfish
Living in the tropical paradise of Cairns does have one disadvantage in
the lack of flying sites for the few paraglider pilots up here. Our main
one is a coastal site between Cairns and Port Douglas. The Rex Lookout
is a magnificent site and offers potential for flights to the Daintree
50km to the north. The unique and rapidly changing conditions have
caught out more than one pilot and make this site a challenge. Be
warned, the tiger country up here either consists of dry rocky slopes
with shish kebab like trees waiting to spike you, or impenetrable
jungle with gimpie-gimpie stinging trees whose stings will last for
months, lawyer cane with its barbed thorns which can only be
released by back tracking and not to mention the leeches and all
manner of mean nasty creepy crawlies. One more thing: 500m from
launch is the Hartley's Creek crocodile farm. You have been warned.
The only real alternative is an extinct volcano to the south of
Cairns called Walshes Pyramid or, as a visiting pilot called it, "Hell
Mountain". The tough climb usually ends in a top to bottom flight,
I'm told it's character building stuff]
Sadly the best local site, the Gillies, nestled in the Great Dividing
Range is as yet only suitable for hang gliders. The launch is very
restrictive with plenty of obstacles to catch paraglider lines on and the
ramp offers no comfort if you screw up your launch. These problems
put to one side, you have a 5km glide to the first bomb-out over
some really remote tiger country. Even the hangies have been known
to land out. The lucky ones only have to contend with the snakes in
the sugar cane .. .
To make matters worse Cairns is surrounded by mountains with
innumerable possibilities, sadly all not only in airspace but also in
view of the control tower!

Rex Lookout
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The Pyramid

Travelling north
Having suffered months of fluky weather, a plan to head north and
check out Cooktown came to fruition . I'm told the road has been
improved 100% over the past 3 years, although it still accounted for
one puncture and a blowout. Mind you, there are few places in the
world where you can travel from the coast through tropical rainforest,
then arable and on into inhospitable country, all in 100km.
The dry bushland around the Palmer River was the scene of
Australia's greatest gold rush. Between 1873 and 1879, 100 tonnes
of gold were found here. The local Aboriginal tribe, the Merkin,
were said to be over 6ft tall, (supposedly, Ed) partly due to their high
protein diet of white meat (or yellow, once the less salty, rice and
grain fed Chinese arrived).
The area we wanted to check out was the bay north of Cooktown
and a few hills just outside town. The conditions we were looking for
were light SE and according to the forecast the light NE winds would
move around to the SE as the ridge moved up. Light winds are
unusual in Cooktown, the trees bare testament to that.
Considering that just over 100 years ago 35,000 people lived in
this place, it has certainly changed. Only 3 of the 93 pubs remained.
Cooktown is reputed to have held Australia's first strip shows in one
of its 163 brothels. These days the nearest thing to an exciting night
out is fishing off the wharf, although the crabs you catch now are
preferable to the ones caught back then!
The illustrious group on our expedition were Gerry Gerus,
Russell Krautz (El Presidente), with his wife and kids as support crew,
and myself. I made the fatal error of saying to Gerry, "It's nice to be
out bush", as we laid out our swags under a forest of massive
paperbarks. Gerry proceeded to take the piss for the next two days maybe he was right, the lights of the campsite toilets were visible and
other people were camped only 10m away Qungle John the Porn!).

The Gillies launch

Photos: John McKenry

Sadly, all the potential sites in and around Cooktown, south of
the Endeavour River were too heavily forested to consider a launch,
although they offered good landing beaches, including Grassy Hill,
so named by Cook because it was regularly burned off by the local
tribes. Since the wind didn't move round, we decided to have a look
at the north side of the river. After unsuccessfully attempting to hire
a boat to cross over, we opted for Plan B.

By wind and water
Russel had brought his canoe and the crossing was only 100m or so.
We planned to take the paragliders across just in case we found a
launch into wind or the wind changed. Supplied with copious
amounts of water and sunscreen we set off. Surprisingly, the 2-man
canoe didn't handle the crossing too weU. Gerry, in the middle, was
urged to get lower in the craft as we only had 2 inches of freeboard
and the canoe was close to capsizing on more than one occasion.
Leaving the gliders behind would have been a wise move. Looking
back towards Cooktown, we were amazed at how distant it now
looked, well over a kilometre.
Our walk along the beach to the base of Mt Saunders was fruitful
only in the literal sense of the word. There was fruit washed up allover
the beach: apples, oranges, starfruit and jackfruit. A week or so later,
there would probably have been mangoes. Maybe this had something
to do with the cruise liner we had seen in port earlier that day?
We were amazed to find the foothills of the 350m mountain
provided a beautiful grassy slope dropping to a cliff face, about 100ft
asl, with good bomb-out areas on the beach even at high tide. Once
launched, you would without doubt be able to make your way up the

Indian Head

Russell feels the cold while Gerry rests.

mountain. Some of the gullies looked awesome enough that you
wouldn't want to drop behind their windward ridges. Once at the top
ridge, you would be able to glide along to Indian Head. This
headland is an unbelievable cliff face, almost 400m and 5km long,
dropping straight down to the sea. A different strata of rock through
the middle mal<es it look reminiscent of Hell Hole at Stanwell Park.
Much to Out disgust the wind increased and moved closer to east,
making a soaring fl ight possible on a few of the faces. As we neared,
having covered 15km by canoe, a hawk began to soar on the 15m
high sand dunes, just to rub salt into our wounds. By now it was
4pm and we were ready for a hearry meal. Only one smal l hitch: The
wind increased and the tide changed - only a fool would have risked
the return crossing.

well, at least I was in the outback - even though the lights of
Cooktown were visible. Russel really built our confidence by passing
on the news that some local dogs had been had by the CtoCS that
infested the Endeavour. Gerry explained that if the canoe capsized,
the thing to do was to swim slowly to avoid being noticed. If the
canoe did capsize I had my own Crocodile Repellent Action Plan
(CRAP.) also known as muddying the waters!
At 11 pm, when the conversation had moved past flying exploits
and onto religion, it was time to go. The water was calm enough to
make the return crossing, completely uneventful except for grounding
on the sand bar, hirring a semi-submerged tree trunk and a couple of
jumping fish. I don't think our support crew were too impressed. I
certainly wasn't when I discovered the pubs were closed. Old diggers
would be turning in their graves.
Sadly the wind stayed NE, so we eventually returned to the
metropolis of Cairns. The most daring feat of our trip was carried out
by Russell's son Geordie: He went into the public bar in the middle
pub while Mums back was turned. As for me, I learned that you
should always have a lighter, even if you don't smoke, you need a
yacht to fully explore this coast and finally: It's not just the flying P":J
we enjoy, but getting there and the friends we make.
...

Flies and C r ocs

We resolved to wait it out while the mozzies and sand flies began a
concerted attack. Russel said he was feeling the cold and placed a
plastic sack over his head and upper body. A wild pig came over the
dunes and almost walked into us. After building a fire from the
abundant driftwood, our spirits began to rise. Gerry and Russel
regaled me with stories of daring-do pigging, fishing, hunting and
sailing. These men are never without their 'Leathermen'! It was a little
bit like being with the Bushtucker Man and Crocodile Dundee. Ah

Photos: John McKenry

Historic References "The River of Gold'; Hector Holthouse
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Another weekend just passed and the ACT club made
the most of it ... Actually, it was some time ago now,
but I only just got around to completing the story ...

Not tke
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PETER KESTEL

Hang gliding and paragliding pilots, spouses, children, even pets
had headed to Corryong and Mt Elliot. It was the 3rd leg of the
'Bumpier 'n Birchip' competition. While I'm at it, I might as well
expand on the first two legs. But first a little history.
Round 1
Last year this comp was won by a paraglider pilot who flew more
consistently than anyone else. Considering that there were no time
constraints on goal and only the best rounds counted, Rene
Sedlmaier won the much coveted 'red shorts' fair and square. To the
disgust of our hang gliding guns, he rubbed it in by happily prancing
around in them, so this year it was on!
The first leg of the comp had also been held at Mt Elliot and had
coincided with the end of the Corryong Cup. On the first day there
were lots of pilots and the sky was developing large cu's everywhere.
A task was set and launch opened. Six or seven hangies had jumped
when the cu's decided they would rather be cu-nim's. Comp director,
Pete Dall, decided that he didn't want to fly under towering black
bases and closed launch. The day was canned. Bummer, several of us

The Hangie Team: Sharon, Loon, Ross Miller, Pete Kestel, Phil, Gar~ Wilson.
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had made already the first turnpoint and it was 'go in' off'! Peter
Blackwell (Blacky) had turned his radio off in the air, and was
particularly peeved when he learned the day had been called off after
he'd made goal! Garry Wilson (Gazza) was still happy. He'd finally
managed to get above take-off, and made the first turnpoint to boor.
To be fair on Peter Dall (who is also our senior safery officer), it was a
good call. T he wind picked up from 0 to 30mph in minutes and
then, I think, it might have rained as well.
The next day most of us didn't even set our gliders up. Strong
crosswinds and rotor up the face. Some keen pilots had taken a joy
ride, or should I say washing machine ride, from Mittamatite earlier.
Blacky, Bungu, Bloggs, Gungho and Uncle Matt all complained of
headaches after continually headbutting the keel (or was it due to
residual alcohol?).
Day 3 and again conditions were crossed, rotor up the face,
overdeveloping and generally nasry. Our illustrious leader decided it
was OK (?) and opened the launch on Elliot. We all ran off and hid

Top: Pete Dall and Belinda Head contemplate conditions.

Photos: Pete Kestel

in the bushes until Pete launched. His flight was spectacular, to say
the least. Full credit to his amazing flying skills to remain facing the
correct direction. He was fairly flogged by rough air. After Pete had
sat in the paddock for a few minutes reflecting on his near death
experience, he radioed that maybe it wasn't such a good idea, and
closed the launch. Phew! Someone dropped the name ' Birdbrain'
soon after, followed by much laughter. After 3 days of competition all
scores were zero.
Round 2
The 2nd leg of the comp was held at Forbes. The turn-out was
amazing: All of 5 hangies! Some punters arrived, however, they didn't
hadn't realised that they had to bring a winch and subsequently
headed off the the pub. Towing was the order of the day and I took
first shift at driving. After what felt like a hundred tows, no one had
got away. Strange. Conditions seemed pretty good: well developed
cu's, hot and a light breeze. About time I showed 'em how it was
done! Leonie (Loon) had been patiently waiting to go and retrieve
someone. She had earlier refused to drive the tow car, citing that she
didn't want to be responsib le for barring anyone into the dirt, and
she'd come along in the first place to explore the countryside. Gazza
offered to tow and Loon wished me good luck and got into the tow
car as well. I jumped into the harness, attached the row line, the tow
car was ready. Guess who's driving? Sh**!

The following day was not worth writing about, except for
Michael Porter leaving his radio on after a tow, and then doing some
tight manoeuvres to land back near the cars. His grunting was
hi larious. After round 2 of the comp, Rosco and I were coming 1st
and 2nd, being the only two to score so far. Oh, I forgot, Steve
Coulbourne got out of the paddock and thus deserves a mention.

Michael Porter. Phil Southgate. Steve Colbourne. Ross Miller and Garry Wilson
on Elliot launch.

hooting. Everyone had good flights around a marked course with
various amounts of success. The fact that cameras had somehow been
forgotten about seemed to help some pilots make the turnpoints.
Steve Coulbourne, the Porn, made goal and won the day (well
nearly). Good flight Steve. At the end of the day, and I mean right at
the end of the day, who should decide to land, but Grunter, only
because there was no-one left to fly rings around. He had flown
around the course and back several times, so he said. Who are we to
doubt Australia's No.1?
That's about it, except there was a 4th round.
Round 4
We returned to Forbes to tow again. Someone remembered to bring a
winch so the punters could launch as well. Blast you Dunc (Duncan
Kelly), leave the thing at home next time. The paragliders flew for
bloody miles on day one and two. Only three times did a hangie even
get out of the paddock and two of those were locals who weren't even
in the comp! I gave up trying and decided to learn how to drive the
club winch. Thanks to Dunc for the rundown and Shaun Keane for
standing behind me while I was operating it for the first time, only to
walk away immediately after. Just like flying a kite really. Sorry about
the face plant Gazza. Belinda Head (B-Line) had a great flight, as did
Graeme and Tom Lunney. Michael Porter was the only hangie to
score. Punter Heinz Bobner flew furthest most consistently and was a
real pain to find amongst the silos. "Where are you Heinz? Over."
"I enlm arr. .. "
So once again, the paragliders excelled. Well done Heinz, ya
bugger. Next year, Pete Dall will set a goal 500km upwind and
maybe, just maybe, a hangie might get back those red shorts.

m

Round 3
That's where we started out. A nice weekend at Corryong. About 30
people plus a few locals and some notables. Someone was seen racing
around in circles calling out the team motivational chant: "It's on! It's
on!" Grant Heaney graced us by flying topless, pity Tove didn't turn
up. Grunter was not allowed in the comp because Birdbrain thought
he was too good (Only joking, Pete).
Rene, the gun punter, took off first and proceeded to slowly work
light lift in front of take-off. Grunter was the first hangie to launch
and literally flew rings around the hankie. The crowd was amazed and
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Some pilots have the superstitious belief that if they've
had one bad day, the next will be a boomer. Well, I am a
convert. On my first day at Conargo, on a towing tour
with Tove Heaney in '96, I was on my first tow when I
found lift of around 400-600fpm up at the end of the
tow. I made it out of the paddock - but that was it,
3km later I was on the deck. Damn! How could this
be happening? The sky's going off and here I am on
the ground!

T

hanks to a great retrieve, I'm back in the tow paddock quick
time, set up really fast (remember, I am keen and full of
enthusiasm to do some big distances) and before you can say
"go-go-go", I'm on the tow and away again. This is when the real bad
luck comes into play. I don't get any thermals on the entire tow and
on my release I get insane sink while returning to the tow strip. On
final I find the wind has switched to tail, so I get tail and sink and,
you guessed it, a broken upright. So much for the first day and my
dreams of breaking the big 100km!
Day 2 brings clear skies and it's hot. The drive from Deniliquin to
Conargo goes quickly in the nicely air-conditioned car. Then the hard
work starts. It's hot and windy and dust devils are doing their best to
pop up from nowhere and hassle pilots by trying to take their gliders
for a fly. I've never seen pilots move so quickly at the word 'Dusty!' I
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stand in awe at the sight of a huge dust devil from ground zero to the
inversion, I'd say approximately 5,000&: one column of dust, straight
up, no bends - some farmer's paddock, just moving down the road.
Conditions are looking good with pilots disappearing all over the
place. Then it's my turn on the dolly. I've never tried one before and
am nervous, but Tove assures me it's the way to go. So away I went
and yes, it sure beats running your legs off!
Once up, there's a good thermal off the tree line at the end of the
paddock. It has a strong core. With the glider banked at 45°, I'm in
800fpm up and in no time I'm at 6,500& agl. Then it starts to bend
with the prevailing wind and I'm away.
As I fly over a flooded rice field, a huge flock of ibis takes off and
starts circling in a thermal, so I follow them. For a short time I'm one
of the boys until they start to get nervous and bailout, leaving me
alone. I head tailwind, working weak thermals, until I reach a large
ploughed paddock bordered by two rice paddies. Then I hit a
boomer! At 8,500& agl I dri& with it towards the Murray river.
Once you get high on such a day it's really easy to cover some
good country. I follow the tree line along the Murray. It's giving off
good thermals. I can see Tocumwal in the distance and to avoid a
large expanse of what looked like tiger country, I have to fly slightly
ctosswind in an attempt to reach it.
The country in this part of the world is flat and a sight to behold.
Green rice fields are everywhere and the agricultural development is
dramatic. On reaching Tocumwal, I cross the Murray at about
5,000& and head tailwind towards Cobram. Turning in a thermal
almost directly over the river, the sun lits up the surface and turns the
Murray to gold. It's the kind of photo you can never capture and if
you could, it wouldn't do it justice.
After leaving Cob ram, I follow my next thermal to a main road
with large trucks and lots of cars. As it's advisable to stay near
civilisation when flying out here, I follow the road. Believe me, those
big trucks travelling along a birumen road together with a tree line

FAI News
1998 marks the 1OOth Anniversary of the foundation of the world's
first national aeronautical organisation, the Aero Club of France. All
the national member organisations of the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale have decided to mark this anniversary by declaring
1998 the "Year of Aviation and Space".
Each country will celebrate 100 years of sporting and recreational
flying in its own way. The FAl's own celebration will be centred on
its General Conference, held in Toulouse, France. The conference
will include a symposium on topics of interest to people across the
whole spectrum of aviation and space activity.
We hope that 1998 will be the year in which due recognition
is given to the positive benefits of aviation and space flight for
humanity as a whole.
90th FA! General Conference in Rio de Janeiro
Highlights from the report of the President of the FAl, Mr Eilif
Ness, can now be consulted on the FAl web site at:

wwwfoi. org/~failgeneraLconfirencel1997-lJresidencreport. html
1st World Air Games a great success
Held in Turkey WAG, held in September, attracted 3,000
participants from 60 countries. The biggest teams came from
Russia, Poland, Germany, Ukraine, France, Spain, USA, Turkey and
Italy. Several countries participated in an FAl event for the first time
ever (Moldova) or after a long absence (Iran).
The WAG were. one of the world's biggest sporting events, after
the Olympic summer and winter games. Austria, Poland, Spain and
Turkey have submitted bids to organise the 2nd World Air Games,
probably to be held in 2001. A dec~sion on location and dates will
be made at the FAl Council meeting in Paris on 28129 May 1998.

Simulated Flying

Following the treeline to Tocumwal.

really send off some good thermals. At this stage, I have no idea
where I am, only that I'm having a better day than yesterday.
The country starts to get less picturesque and opens up into more
pastoral land. Pretty soon I'm approaching Benalla. Just outside
Benalla I have my first experience of flying with sail planes. I'm joined
by one for about 5 minutes, before it turns tail and disappears across
Lake Mokoan.
I can now see the Great Dividing Range before me in the
distance. I'm getting low again and I have not been able to contact
anyone on the radio since crossing the Mutray, approximately 2 hours
ago. I see some flags indicating the wind direction and spot a great
paddock next to a service station. Perfect.
My landing is good and I feel tired but at the same time ecstatic
at having flown over some great country. I have broken my 100km
goal by 60k's! 160km from Conargo, NSW, to Benalla, Victoria.
And yes, at lam the next morning, the Deni Pub had a hot
n
cooked dinner waiting for us on our return. Believe it or not!
~

The FAl will be involved in the qevelopment of international rules
for simulated flying competitions, based as closely as possible on the
rules for real air sport events. "Virtual" flying, using the highly
realistic programs now availab e for.home computers, is attracting
large numbers of enthusiasts, especially young people. The internet
offers the opportunity for computer pilots throughout the world to
compete against each other. FAl is in a unique position to establish
a system for recognising achievements, setting competition rules
and ratifYing records in this rapidly developing new "air sport".

"Air Sports International" On fine
The FAl's magazine "Air Sports International" will be available on
the first of each month for anyone who has access to the Internet.
Air Space Access
The world-wide expansion of controlled airspace has prompted the
FAl Conference to establish a specialist '~rspace" unit to fight
unjustified restrictions on sporting and recreational airspace users.

Environmental Protection
The air sport community has an intrinsic interest in maintaining
and protecting the environment. The FAl has adopted a statement
on environmental protection to ensure adequate access to the air for
all who wish to practise air sportS, whilst emphasizing their duty of
care towards nature and the environment. Recommended
environmental "Codes of Conduct" will be published.

FA! Expansion Continues
The number of countries in FAl membership continues to increase.
Air sport organisations in Colombia, Iran, Moldova and the
Philippines were admitted to FAl membership, and the Latin
American Parachuting Confederation (COLPAR) became an
international affiliate member. The FAl Conference also agreed to a
statute change allowing a new, inexpensive form of temporary
membership for developing countries which were just launching
their air sport activities.
Welcom e to the Deniliquin Pub!
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What are
NICK HIGGINS

In tandem over the beautiful Ovens Valley in North East Victoria.

Y

Ou've really got to wonder about a 'friend' who buys you a
tandem hang gliding flight off Mt Buffalo for a birthday
present. It's like someone giving you an overseas air ticket and
you roll up at the airport only to discover your plane leaves for Bosnia
in 20 minutes.
But it did hold a strange, exciting appeal and so I decided I would
take the flight with instructor Steve Ruffels. Timing of the flight was
of course left to the vicissitudes of nature. For a couple of days I rang
Steve to tentatively inquire whether the day looked suitable only to
hear: "No, It doesn't look good. Wind's not coming in the right
direction." Not the kind of answer that inspires confidence. So if the
wind didn't blow in the right direction would we die? Worst possible
scenarios sprang to mind. What If the wind changed as we launched?
Finally a suitable day presented itself and I met Steve and his
driver Peter at Porepunkah airfield. Steve was in a buoyant mood and
I hoped his glider was too. As we drove up Mt Buffalo, Peter, a
hangie from way back, related stories about the dicey old days of
hang gliding. apparently he was the first lunatic to leap off the
Grampians, a stunt that nearly did him in. Then there was the story
about an 8 hour ridge soaring epic, at the end of which he clipped a
tree coming in to land while waving at some female admirers ...
We arrived at the launch and unpacked the gear. Steve had me
setting up the glider and soon I was too busy worrying about whether
the glider had been put together properly to feel anxious about
throwing myself off a perfectly good mountain. All of a sudden
everything was ready and my 'friend' had arrived, brandishing a
camera and laughing at my bright orange stack hat. I started to
wonder whether it might be uncool to ask to be released from the
harness so I could duck behind the nearest snowgum.
The next couple of minutes were just a blur while Steve issued
some vitally important last-minute instructions: something about
counting to three, then running. We picked up the glider. At this
point I was seriously questioning the sanity in what we were doing.
There was none. We lurched and wobbled penguin style towards
the ramp with Steve cheerily singing. "Hi ho, hi ho, it's off the ramp
we go." We waited for about 30 seconds while I imagined us
plummeting to the ground, the emergency 'chute a tangled, impotent
mess above us. Then I heard "1, 2,3" and we were away.
Steve screamed with a look of ecstasy on his face and, what I
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hoped was, adrenaline in his veins. I screamed too as we left the cliff
and dipped before gaining speed and levelling out.
We were flying! The bush, mountains and sky were beautiful.
Everything was serene, peaceful, the only sound the rush of air over
the wing. The glider responded faithfully to bar pressure and as the
sun began to set we were as bird-like as humans could ever be.
Suddenly Steve's voice pierced the calmness: 'Til just
~
demonstrate a stall.. ."
~

Based at lIIawarra Regional Airport, we are the
closest full time trike school to Sydney.
We stock:
• New and second hand Airborne and Pegasus trikes.
• The full range of Comunica intercom systems including
the super-lightweight Kevlar " Beta" helmet.
• High-gain all stainless king post aerials.
• The ultimate lightweight fully galvanised trailers.
• Plus just about everything a trike pilot needs.

PAUL HAINES (Chief Flying Instructor)

(02) 42941 031 (office) 0418 603009 (airfield)

The new FLYTEC 4005
This handy and compact hig h-performance Flytec 4005 model
combines maximum quality and a high ly affordable price.
It offers peak professiona l fun ctionality plus exceptional ly simple and
mul ti stage opera ting convenience.

FLYTEC 4005, a safe and affordable top-flight instrument.

=--=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.

FlYTEC :::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The world standard
FLYTEC 4010 REAL-TIME

with

GPS-ACCESS

FLYTEC 4020 PROFESSIONAL
Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording
FlyChart 4.0 for Windows

Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display

=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~

FlYTEC

Altimeter
Variometer
Integrator
Barograph
Glide-ratio computer
GPS flight data
evaluation
(GPS option)
Final approach computer
Real-time, Stopwatch
Speed Measurement
(Sensor option)
Temperature display
Polar recording

: : : : : i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iFiIYChart
i i ii i
4.0
ii
foiriWind
i iiows
iii

King of the air
For more information contact your local dealer or Peter Eicher, 133 St James Road, Rosanna , phone 03 94552236, Fax 0394552237

I-I<JFA. merchandise
Available from the HGFA. PO Box 558. Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069 472888 or Fax: 069 474328
• $30 Polo shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 22)

• $20 Better Coaching
(Australian Sports Commission)

• $50 Rugby top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy & green (sizes 16 to 22)

• $7 each Topographic maps
(1100,000 or 1250,000, etc.
Provide details separately)

• $12 Cap with HGFA colour logo red, blue or navy
• $6 Embroidered badge (no postage fee required)

• $10 HGFA Operations Manual*

• $1.50 HGFA Car sticker (no postage fee required)

• $15 HGFA Operations Manual
Binder*

• $55 HGFA Hang Gliding Training Video
• $5 HGFA log Book*
• $10 HGFA Competitions Manual
• HGFA Towing Manual - No Charge
• $15 Beginning Coaching
(Austra lian Sports Commission)

* Replacement Prices only - These items are
issued free with initia l Full Membership
• $3.00 POST AND PACKING (Bulk orders sent COD)
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The planform is a very
altheugh the..cu e· f1: e
leading and trailing edges becomes more pronounced towards the tip.
The shape is not completely new, but reminiscent of the Firebird's
Genesis from 2 years ago.
With a 52-rib double cell construction, designer, Stefan Muller,
shows that a traditional sail without diagonal ribs but with modern
line geometry can also lead to a wrinkle free sail. All seams are
internal, only the sewing on the half ribs is visible on the outside of
the sail. On the whole I cannot criticise the finish, but would prefer
the top and bottom sail to fold over at the trailing edge and be sewn
together with some protective tape on it. This area of the wing is
stressed during every landing and merits extra protection. Firebird
hasn't done this, although the company literature says so.
3 main lines attach to each of the 4 risers and the B-line riser has
an extra line which goes to the wing tip. The lines then divide into
2 cascades which are attached to 102 line tabs on the sail. The linecascades are exactly the same on all risers and from the front it there
appears to be only one row oflines. The brakes, with 15 attachments
on the trailing edge, have a complicated layout which gives very
variable handling. The brake handles, however, are very simple and
one would expect a little more attention to detail here.
Like on most gliders, the accelerator works via a pulley system
on the A-risers; an additional pulley system pulls down the Band
C-risers proportionally. The D-risers remain untouched. The effort
required to accelerate the glider is average and it's no problem to
fly for long periods on the speed bar.
Laying out and Taking off

desired, f¥£!n.th . ake travel is similar
lPeltCU:m\l.!!!=e1!~lder --\lihtlteCll! ~ven though the stall
, the pilot should fly with certain
40% brake travel on one side, the glider has a
tenl!e!lC;K'-tj:>~sIPlral. Even after 1 complete rotation I reached sink rates
of up to 10m/s! Don't assume this glider is controlled like any other
wing in this class, but once the pilot has got used to the handling,
thermalling is a pleasure. Long flights, thanks to the direct handling
and the light initial brake pressure, are effortless and don't result in
tired arms. The reaction to a side collapse is fairly dynamic with a
rotation of over 180°, but opens quickly without pilot input.
Quick Descent Techniques
With the Flame it's easy to attain vety high sink rates, although a
certain pilot sensitivity is required to perform the manoeuvres
elegantly. The problem with the spiral is not to sink too quickly
because via "normal" spiral dive entry it's easy to reach descent rates
of over 18m/s and a pilot speed of over 100km/h! The resultant forces
can confuse a pilot. At these speeds the glider should be actively
flown out of the spiral as it has a tendency to continue to spiral dive.
It requires "pilot feeling" to fly a controlled spiral, because the point
beyond which high sink rates are attained is quickly reached.
The B-Stall is similar; a sink rate of lOm/s is very impressive, but
if you pull down too far there's a tendency for the sail to horseshoe.
For safety reasons the pilot should release the B-Stall before this point
is reached. The glider then overshoots but this is not worrying. Most
importantly the Flame begins flying immediately.
To attain effective sink rates with Big Ears, you only need to pull
the outer of the 3 A-lines. It's still possible to steer the glider effectively
with Big Ears pulled. To re-inflate the wing tips requires active pilot
input - one quick pump on the brakes quickly returns the sail to normal.

It doesn't matter how you lay this glider out, it takes off well in all
situations. Sorting out the lines, thanks to the colour coding and line
geometry, is no problem. As soon as the glider inflates, one notices
how little effort is required while the glider climbs quickly and evenly
above the pilot. Just as it comes overhead, it accelerates a little, easily
stopped with a little brake - it would be exaggeration to speak of over
shooting. One point to improve on the otherwise uncomplicated start
phase is the length of the take-off run. Although it is entirely within
the average for this type off glider, it could be a little shorter. In
comparison to the competition, the Flame is excellent in all start
situations. In fact, it could easily be compared with entry-level gliders.
Performance
At 39km/h the Flame's trim speed is high. Best glide of7.8 is attained
at 38km/h. Speed for minimum sink of 1.2m/s is at 30km/h,
minimum speed at 24km/h.
Interesting is the accelerated flight on the Flame, thanks to the
very flat polar curve, the top speed of 46km/h equates to a sink rate
of only 1.8m/s which means a glide angle of7.1m/s! Here the Flame
leaves it competitors standing.

Landing
Not much needs to be said here. Corrections in direction are easy to make
before landing. The combination of long brake travel and a good flare
make it possible to land without running even in nil wind conditions.
Accessories
The Flame comes in a large, robust rucksack, complete with a packing
strap and inner bag, although I didn't find the carrying comfort ideal. The
handbook is a little general in my opinion, it would suit any other glider
on the market, but some points about the Flame need further explanation.
Conclusion
The Flame has performance which places it at the top of the current
intermediate class, combined with direct and accurate handling which
I would class as "demanding" compared to others in the DHV2
category. Don't be misled by the DHV category, the Flame belongs
in the hands of experienced pilots who, however, get excellent
P":J
performance for their money.
_
Facts and Figures (1 = excellent, 6 = poor)

Handling and Flight
Nobody can complain about lack of response or heavy handling with
the Flame. A little brake it enough to fly tight turns, add some weight
shift and you can turn on a six pence. A very positive aspect is that,
whatever the turn radius and angle of bank, the turn remains constant.
There's no need for corrections during each turn. On the whole,
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Firebird Flame (L. BO-100kg). DHV 2GH
Take Off

Inflation

Effort

Correction

Handling

Roll

Stability

2

Tight Turn

2

Collapse

2

BUY

DIRECT

FIREBIRD
FLAME

intermediate

$3550.00

(DHV-2CiH) M,L,XL
CULT

elite competition

(AFNOR COMP) M,L

.,.
i

THE flAME HAS pui '
f lRESIRO 8AGK IN THE
SPOTLI GHT. THE HAHOUH
. IS UGH.T AhO PRECISE.
MMING CHHERING lHER/otfi:'LS
EASt THE EXCEtlEHT GL10E
ANG LE. -ESPECIALU ATHIGH '
SPEEOS. MAKE 0Iff1 CUll iNT 0k'INO GlIDES AREAL POSSI Blun.
THE UNPRECEDENTED SfiJ1EI RE SERVE
k'ILLINSPIRE1HE PILOT 'tITH
A~
CONflDENCE 10 PU SH THE wms OF HIS '
PERFORMANCE EVEN FURTHER.

THE IOEIi.L C.RO SS COUNIR·t GL! OER.

$3950.00
$4300.00
$690.00

TANDEM

based on Flame

HARNESS

supine competition
(designed by Rob Whittall)
x-country
(designed by Rob Whittall)

$650.00

~2

FULL FACE

carbon kevlar

$650.00
$250.00
$130.00
$40.00
$195.00

FULL FACE

competition,
carbon dyneema

$220.00

RESERVE

FLYING SUIT system-X (pertex)
OPEN FACE

helmet
attachable chin guard

"lbles to CfOSS the fims 1.
As far as equipment is concerned. the only serial
\\ ings capable of livalling the super speedy protos
from Edcl and Airwave were the Cults and the delicate Nexons. Also, Air\\ave\ idea of making on
certain proto> half a wing wllh Carrington cloth
and the other with Porcher for reasons of ageing. is
something to keep in mind.
tn tIlr nnal ranKmg.
ralsedjhe~hole ley.elof the.meel.
j

lftS'IGN/TESliNG B~' ROBBIE WHITALl
ANOSlEFAN MullER USING THE
tWt PAR ACAO"' CONSlRUCliON PROGR AMME.

From: Cross Country,
October 97

Third, Rob Whittal placed 2nd on an
intermediate glider. Granted he's an
exceptional pilot, but aren 't intermediate
gliders such as the Flame closing the gap on
competition wi ngs? Wilillall fl ew with a
very ae rodynamic harness as well , so
perhaps that's one direction to go for better
performance wi th less twitchy wings.
Perhaps those of us fl yi ng com p wi ngs may
need to work on our skills more and worry
about what we're fI yi ng less.
Fourtli next year~tr-'
hce=re"-:s-:-ta"I"K-' -o""""
ta """"Nlorth -

CONTACT FIREBIRD AUSTRALIA

B.H. 03 9593 8969
M. 0412 177 417
Fax. 03 9593 9109
Email.graemesimpsonc9hotmail.com
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ION S MANAGER S
Harnesses
has been received of a pilot
I rp.li-wnp.I:Hiilnn
in very strong winds
in a squall when coastal
ring in unstable conditions. If a squall
approaches, land as soon as possible (or don't
take off if you are on launch). Squalls will
usually bring abrupt changes to wind direction
and strength.

Equipment Issues
Towing

World Class Events
This summer is going to be a big one for the
hang gliding and paragliding scene in
Australia . The World Championships at Forbes,
coupled with the Paragliding World Cup, will
attract many visiting pilots from around the
world . It is hoped that the events will also
bring some added media interest in our sports.
No doubt, as always, the media will prefer to
focus on any accidents that may occur - all we
can do is endeavour to operate safely and give
the media nothing other than the positive
aspects of our sports to relate.
Following the World Championships the HGFA
will be running the inaugural World Invitational
Hang Gliding Series. This competition is
designed solely for television to raise the
exposure of hang gliding in Australia . There
will be twelve entrants invited to compete in
downhill racing, match racing and freestyle
tasks. The event will be screened on
commercial and cable television over ten
weeks toward the end of next year.

Motorised Paragliding
As mentioned in an earlier report, along with
the growing interest in motorised paragliding
have come a growing number of noise
complaints. Unfortunately the relatively low
speed of these machines means that they can
take a fair amount of time to pass over any
given point. In the interests of keeping the
peace with the non-flying public, please
consider those on the ground over which you
are operating. Though motorised paragliders
operate under CAD 95.8, I ask that pilots of
these aircraft fly no lower than 1000ft agl when
operating over any people, houses, towns or
built up areas. I have also been asked by
several clubs to pass on a request that
motorised paraglider pilots avoid flying in the
vicinity of existing hang gliding and paragliding
sites, again because the noise often leads to
complaint which could endanger site tenure .
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The following report was recently received :
"Last weekend I had a major moment. Whilst
soaring the ridge after an uneventful tow from
the beach at Teewah, I initiated a steep turn.
As my harness came in contact with the rear
wire of the glider, the "snap-on" clip I use to
attach my tow bridle to my harness (at the hip)
clipped onto the rear wire. The glider quickly
went into a slipping spiral turn. Luckily for me I
had plenty of height at the time and a heave in
the opposite direction broke the gate of the
clip and it came free - without breaking the
rear wire. I was able to continue my flight
without further incident." Certainly a lucky one,
it is strongly recommended to use screw-gate
joiners or "d" shackles to attach the tow bridle
to the harness. Murphy's Law certainly applies
to all forms of towing .
I have also received a report of a release
malfunction when tandem aerotowing. The
release being used was a Moyes type where
release of one end of the bridle allows it to slip
through a ring to release. The loop on the end
of the rope which runs through the ring whipped
around the ring forming a "figure eight" knot,
causing the release to fail. The tug pilot then
released the tow rope at the tug end and the
glider was at sufficient height to enable the
pilot to unscrew one of the gates where the
bridle attached to his harness, thus releasing
the tow rope. It is critical to ensure that the
loop in the end of these type of bridles is kept
small to allow itto run safely through the ring.

Helmets
Though the HGFA Operations Manual does not
specify that helmets are mandatory, the use of
helmets is strongly recommended for all HGFA
operations. There are arguments for and
against different types of helmets; given the
prevalence of facial injury resulting from hang
gliding accidents, I personally recommend full
face helmets. In a recent landing accident
(which I have only received a verbal report of
to date) a hang glider pilot suffered serious
concussion leading to a protracted coma from
a blow to the temple. If not prevented, this
injury would certainly have been considerably
reduced, had a full face helmet been worn.

Again I have received reports of incidents
involving pilots concentrating on getting into
their harness rather than flying the glider. One
incident involved a paraglider under tow
where the pilot allowed the glider to lock-out
through worrying about getting seated in the
harness. Other incidents have involved older
hang gliding cocoon harnesses which have
led to problems when the pilot becomes
entangled in the rear suspension ropes whilst
trying to go into prone. Concentrate on flying
the glider first and foremost - getting comfortable in the harness can wait until you are
well clear of the ground and/or other gliders.

Accidents
No 1
Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:

Advanced hang glider pilot
1,100 hours
High performance
hang glider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Broken uprights, leading
edge, keel, cross-bar and
side wires
Weather:
Light wind, light turbulence
Location:
Inland landing field

Description:
Though the landing field had power lines
running diagonally across it, sufficient room
was available to land in front of the lines.
The pilot had landed there safely many times
before. On this occasion during the tailwind
approach the pilot encountered strong sink
which caused him to turn earlier than he
would have liked to ensure he had enough
heightto turn back into wind to land. As he
turned he hit lift and found himself about 60ft
too high. Rather than overshoot and have to
cross the road to land in the "tick infested" 3ft
tall grass in the paddock opposite, he cranked
a high bank 360. Half way through the turn he
saw the power lines below and in front of him;
though he pushed out, the lower front and side
wires hit the wires; were burnt through; and
the wings ofthe glider "clapped" upward. The
pilot was left dangling unhurt in his harness
on one side of the three wires with the glider
on the other side. The wires had "shorted out"
when pulled together by the hang loops.
Burn marks diagonally across the harness
and through the chest mounted parachute
showed just how close the pilot had come
to injury. After being stuck in the wires for an
hour and a half while the power company
crew ensured thatthe lines were not "live",
the pilot was rescued.

-

REPORT
Comments:
Power lines can kill! The pilot stated: "The
problem actually stemmed from a too high
approach caused by sink and lift associated
with a thermal breaking off in close proximity;
with the accident resulting from my option to
lose height over the end of the LZ near the
wires. Other options would have been to
either fly over the road to land in the long
grass, or fly over the power lines as soon as
I realised I was too high and land at the back
of the paddock rather than attempt the 360.
This second option would probably have been
best but the power line had (psychologically)
become the boundary of the LZ when in fact
there was plenty of room behind it." Luckily
the only injury was to the hip pocket nerve. On
a lighter note, what most upset his mates was
the power cut resulting in warm beer at the
nearby pub!
No2

Pilot:
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Restricted Pilot
6 hours
Standard paraglider
Multiple compound fracture
to upper and lower leg and
shattered heel
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather:
8kt wind, moderate to
strong turbulence
Inland soaring site
Location:

Description:
After one flight of approx. one hour, the pilot
returned to launch for a second flight. The
other pilots present were still in the air. He
watched the strong thermal cycles coming
through launch for a while and decided to
launch into a strong cycle. Thermal turbulence
soon after launch caused a small asymmetric
deflation; insufficient control did not prevent
this developing into a larger asymmetric; then
over-control (too much brake) led to a full stall.
The glider rotated 180 degrees and dropped
40ft to the ground, the pilot impacting feet first.
Comments:
By quickly halting the surge and keeping the
canopy overhead, the pilot may have avoided
this accident. Had a Safety Officer been
present on the launch (rather than in the air)
the pilot have may been discouraged from
launching with a strong cycle coming through.
Early experience must be gained in moderate
conditions. The need for novice pilots to gain
advice from an advanced pilot on launch
cannot be overstressed.

Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

High performance hang glider
Bruise to shin and slight
shoulder strain
Aircraft Damage: Bent control frame
Weather:
15kt wind, light turbulence
Location:
Inland soaring site

Description:
After flying for almost an hour, at about 500ft
above the ridge, the pilot heard a flapping sound
and saw thatthe side mounted parachute
container appeared to be unsecured. As the
pilot turned to flyaway from the ridge and check
the container, the parachute fell away and
deployed. As the 'chute took control the glider
fell and began to oscillate. The pilot dropped
into hang position and managed to control the
oscillation and attempt a flare into bushes on
top of the ridge. The pilot commented that the
rate of descent seemed "alarmingly high"; he
estimated that it took twenty seconds from
when the 'chute fell out until impact.
Comments:
This was the pilot's first flight in this harness. The
deployment bag fittings had been designed for
a front mounted, velcro secured container; and
had not fitted securely into the side mounted,
petal leaf style container. The pilot hadn't obtained the appropriate fittings for the new container.
Expert advice should be sought when changing
parachute storage systems, either from the
harness manufacturer or a parachute rigger.
No4

Pilot:
Restricted Pilot
Experience:
5 hours
Aircraft:
Standard paraglider
Pilot Injury:
Nil
Aircraft Damage: Torn canopy and lines
Weather:
12kt wind, nil turbulence
Inland soaring site
Location:
Description:
The pilot reverse inflated; as the canopy came
up out of the wind shadow into the stronger airflow, the canopy lifted him off the ground and
began to flyaway from the hill. He then tried to
get the canopy back on the ground but only
succeeded in causing it to turn crosswind and
crab sideways. By the time the pilot turned
himself around the wingtip had caught on a
tree and the glider turned back into the hill.
Comments:
If a pilot is lifted off the ground at launch when
reverse launching it is recommended to quickly
turn, stabilise the canopy and continue the
launch. Trying to get the back onto the ground
is not advisable.

No3

Pilot:
Experience:

Advanced Pilot
317 hours

·•• ----

Fly safely,
Craig Worth

-----.,

leOM
NEW III

Just out .. the
new ICOM 40S
radio, comes with
ni-cad battery,
(5 watts) wall
..a~Iiiiiiiii'"
charger, aerial,
and 2 year factory guarantee.
Order now &
receive a free
second ni-cad
battery !! (only
while stocks last).

The ICOM 40S
offers full scan,
key lock, a power saver function, a low battery indicator, a night light
I and a useful Selcal l paging
system.

PRICED LOW

$ 395!

..II

NEW .. Speaker Mike with
remote cha nnel selection $ 76
X-07 Throat/mike with PTT $ 66
HS-10 Headset with S.B. $130

YIPPEE !!
Garmin GPS price CRASH !
Austra lian guarantee (not a grey
import) weatherproof, full moving
map display and more. Satellite

navigation at the right price!
GARMIN 12

$376

GARMIN 11+

CALL

Order by phone/fax, Cheque or COD OK.
NEXT DAY· DELIVERY FROM $9.90
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
BOX 182, N. BALWYN, VIC, 3104

(03) 9431 - 2131
(03) 9431-1869

.. _---- ----_ ..
24 HR FAX
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Hang Gliding
Cap
$12
Polo Shirt with embroidered HGFA logo
in white, green & navy (sizes 16 to 22) $30
Rugby Top with embroidered HGFA logo
in navy & green (sizes 16 to 22)
$50
Embroidered badge
$6
Car stickers
$1.50
Topographic maps for all areas at
discount prices.
Please add $3pp for all orders. Discounts
available for bulk purchases. Cheque, money
order. bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted,
phone orders welcome. Actual prices may
vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
order Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

Federatton~t~B~lJIstralia

$10
$20

$175

West
Victoria & Tasmania
ACT
Sth NSW & Nth NSW
Sth OLD & Nth OLD
Additional Family Member (12 months)
Short Term Membership (4 months)
Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days
available through instructors only
(6 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only
Overseas (sent Airmail)

, Charged at $80 per half day of inspection plus
travel expenses Imax $250 per inspection/approval).
, Includes all updated material from Levell.

InsJructor Certificates annual
renewal fee
Instructor with PassengerCarl'{ing
Endorsement annual renewal.fee
Training Facility -Inspection
and/or Approval fee'
Microlight Instructor Examination
& check-flights (payable to
Microlight Examiner)
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Initial issue)
Microlight Aircraft Registration
(Renewal)

$20
$55
$50
$45
$15
$55
$90

1

Schedule of Fees

$175
$300
$80

$50
$100

Levell Club Coach (Valid for 4 years
Issue & renewal- includes FAI
Sporting licence, manuals, etc)
$30
Level 2 Competitions Coach (incL ACC training
course, registration & manuals, etcY
$30
FAI Sporting Licence
$10
FAllntemational Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card OPP!) Non-competition
flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Operations Manual Binder $15
Log Book
$5
There is no charge for PHG Temporary
Satellite Facility approvals.

$50

Membership Application
Please complete in BLOCK letters
Surname ________________________ Given Names
Address
___________________________ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode _ _ _ __
Birth Date __________ Home Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Work Phone
Club _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sex M / F

Please read and sign Membership Declaration below
Please provide the following inf ormation and tick approp riate boxes:
HGFA Number (if known):

Instructor

Membership Ijpe: New Member
Visiting Pilot Member
Discipline:
Hang Gliding

D
D
D

Renewal
Short Term Member
Paragliding

D
D
D

Re-joining Member
Subscription Only
Microlighting

D
D
D

Family Member

D

Parascending

D

Membership Declaration (must be signed to gain membership)
I, the undersigned, wish

to

apply for renewal of my HGFA membership and HGFA Pilot Cenificate/s and Endorsemems.

Please note: The constitution provides for a limitation of liability no persons such as officers, instructors, safety or duty officers and competition organisers and their
helpers to an amount which can actually be recovered under the HGFA insurance policy. If for any reason no amount is recoverable, the liability is nil.
I understand that membership emirles me

to

Pilot Cenificates and Endorsemems

to

operate the specified aircraft in accordance with Civil Aviation Regulations and the

HGFA Operations Manual and Third Parry Liabiliry Insurance within Australia ($ 1,000 excess).
I am aware that the HGFA is assisted by the Ausrralian Spons Commission, and as a resulr understand that the HGFA Doping Policy condemns the use of performance
enhancing substances as both dangerous to health and comrary to the ethics and ideals of sport.
I hereby agree

to

abide by the constitution, rules and regulations of the HGFA.

Member's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date

Payment Details
HGFA Membership fees ($110 Full or $55 Family, $30 Joining fee) (For fomily members, please provide name offoll member with whom you reside.)

$ _____

Regional Development Levy (Determined by your State/Region of residence - see above)

$_---

Weightshift Microlight Levy ($20) (For HC & PC motorised endorsement also)

$_---

Total Amount due (and enclosed)

$ _ - --

I wish to pay by: Cheque D Postal Order D Credit Card 0

Card Number____ /_ __ _ /.____ / ____ Expiry Date _ _ _ I

(Visa, MasterCard, Bankcard only)
Cardholder's name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cardholder's Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dated,_ _ _ _ _ __
Hang Gl iding Federation of Australia, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720 Phone: 069-472888, Fax: 069-474328
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New South Wales (continued)

ACT/NSW

~
Lha n-Bgliding

II

Sydney Hang
Gliding Centre

(AHBfRRA

!

Stanwell Park

(EHTIIE

Tarago Flight Park
'll, hours from Sydney
• Introductory Courses
• Full License Courses
• Refresher Courses
• Ground Towing Courses
• Aerotowing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Cross Country Tours
The last weekend of each month is an open
towing weekend. All pilots are welcome
and tow endorsements can be obtained.
Agents for Moyes and Airborne
Demo gliders available
Call Tove on 02 4849 4516 or 015 269376.

New South Wales

Air Support
Hang Gliding & Paragliding

As well as training, we also offer many
ranges of gear, including custom made
AIR SUPPORT harnesses. Enquire for
brochures and price lists for new or 2nd
hand gear. Call Forrest on 0294502674,
0412273552 (Bam-8pm).

Hang Gliding Courses,
Refresher Courses,
Instructional Tandem Flights
and Gift Vouchers.
Equipment and Accessories.
Available 7 days. To arrange your lesson
or to test fly a Moyes Glider.
Call Chris Boyce (02) 4294 4294.

Ma"ill~
~
,'dm
"' ~arag I {)
.

• Manilla has more flyable days per year than
anywhere else in Australia! (300+ in fact!)
• Mt Borah is one oithe worlds most consistent all year round sites with 4 large launches catering for nearly every wind direction.
• Paragliding license courses - a week of
quality tuition using the latest techniques &
equipmentfor only $850 (inc. accommodation).
• Thermalling and Cross Country courses
all year
• HG to PG conversion courses - its easier
than you think!
• Importer of ADVANCE paragliders, FLYTEC
instruments, HANWAG footwear and
most accessories - we sell only the best
quality European made equipment.
• Mini Paraglider Kites also availablegreat fun for everyone.
So come flying with Manilla Paragliding,
where the person who shows you the
mountain, owns the mountain!
Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 02 6785 6545
or fax: 02 6785 6546
"The Mountain", Manilla, NSW, 2346.

New South Wales (continued)

BYRON AIRWAVES
Hang Gliding School
• Lessons & full instruction available.
• 20 years hang gliding experience with
training all year round.
• Learn to fly safely and accurately
with all skill levels catered for.
Phone Brian and Anne on
066 290354, mobile 014 615950.
-------

--

South Australia

ADELAIDE AIRSPORTS
Sales, Service and Instruction
• Hang Gliding
• Tandem Hang Gliding
• Sky Floating
• Microlights
Agents for Moyes, Airborne and Wills Wing.
Larry Jones - Judy Manning
Ph: (08) 85563030, Fax: (08) 85574113,
Mobile: 018 815094.

Victoria

THE RIGHT ALTITUDE
"Microlights"
Standing on a hill all day,
waiting on the weather?
Get a Trike. We have the largest range of
trikes in Australia and New and used aircraft in stock. We sell everything for trikes.
Call Tony Dennis CFI Pilot Examiner (0418)
574068. Fax (OJ) 57626227. Benalla, Victoria.
Email: rightalt@benalla.net.au

Victoria (continued

1.1 )'"l\w./-ilfITC 17'£r6JIli'l'
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL & FLIGHT PARK

~

1'/2 hours from Melbourne
We offer a full range of services including:
• Restricted Licence Courses
• Introductory courses
• Tandem instructional Flights
• Towing Endorsements
• Introduction to XC Flying & tours
• Equipment Hire
We sell new and used gliders,
spare parts and accessories for:
• Moyes
• Airborne
• Aussie Born
• Brauniger
·Icom
• Flytec
Thinking of updating?
Trade in your old glider with us.
Rohan Holtkamp
P/F OJ 5349 2845 - M 014 678734

Wingsports
Flight Academy
• Paragliding Courses
• Hang gliding courses
• Paramotor courses
• Inland and Coastal
• Tandem Flights
• Towing Courses
• Cross Country Courses
• Equipment Sales
Loc ated in stunning holiday destination,
on the Great Ocean Road, 2 hours from
Melbourne's Westgate Bridge.
Learn to fly a paramotor over winter!
Wingsports, 1 Evans Court,
Apollo Bay, VIC 3233.
Hans van Santen OJ 5237 6485
Fiona Waddington 0419 378616.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~-.

SKYSAILOR CLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM
Private classifieds are free to financial members, providing the membership number is
quoted. Ads appear for 1 issue only. For non-members and commercial advertisers the
following rates apply:
$2 (minimum charge $8)
Per standa rd typeset line (approx. 6 words)
$10
Per sma ll B/W picture or logo scanned
$1 per line
Special typesetting
First few words appear automatically in bold.
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~ HANG GLIDERS

al AND EQUIPMENT
New South Wales
Aero 170 nov/int, blue/white, new side wires,
manual, harness to suit 5'10-6' person,$l,()()(),
Ph: Mike 02 94517127 (hi, 0417 533559,
Aero Racer 150 int, with speedbar, as new,
only 5.5hrs airtime, white/blue/fl. yellow, sail
still crisp, fantastic flying, $2,()()(), Also: Moyes
Tracer step thru harness, black/fl,yellow, used
twice, looks brand new, headway 701 helmet,
fl. yellow, $450, Ph: Richard 0296561040 (hi,
0296561467 (wi, 0417 448474,
Apco Jet Stream harness suit 178-190cm,
with new MayDay 30 chute, Has H-frame
with streamline construction & is made out
of heavy duty cordora, only used 3 times,
$1 ,200, Ph: 0242680048 or 018251765.
Be the captain of your own squadron!
Choose wing according to your skill &
means: Airwave Kiss 154 exp int, $600 ana,
Airwave K4154 exp int, $1,200 ana, Xtralite
SX4149 exp int, spare DT & XC bag, $4,000
ana, Ph, 02 93872613.
Blade 141 int, kevlar LE, red/grey US, GC,
nice light handling, tuned & streamlined for
competition, shorter hang loop available,
$1,500, Shark 153 int, kevlar LE, red/grey
US, new condition, $3,600, Ph: 02 68537220,
Blade 153 adv, tasteful red/grey/white, turns
nimbly, cruises sweetly, GC $2,000 ana, Also:
Icom IC40 GX UHF radio, campI. with charger,
new in box, unused competition prize, $450;
Air Support Wedgy harness, red/grey, with
extra pockets, suit pilot around 6' (180187cml $250, Ph: AI & Anna 02 49430674,
Blade 153 Race adv, profile, manual, spare
DT, fl. blue & yellow, only 40hrs flown over
last 2 yrs, won Newcastle B-Grade camp,
flies great, GC, urgent sale due to upgrade,
$1 ,600, Ph: 0249682994,
Bright Star Odyssey 141 Rigid Wing adv,
LD 17:1, $3,500; Sting 166 $1)00; Buu 154
$1 ,600; Buu 140, as new, red (very fastl
$1)00; Mars 150 $700; Free Stile front entry
pod harness $450; hand fairings, new $30
each; Lindsay ruddock varia/digital
altimeter $250, Also: Static winch, mounted
on a trailer, designed & built as a unit & to
la st, reliable Datsun 120Y motor, automatic
gearbox 2 drums, each with 2km of wire for
reflex towing, as simple, reliable & safe as
possible, material cost alone was over
$3,000, It is a good work horse & resellable
in yrs to come, $3,500, Ph: Rick 02 49425120,
Desire 151 exp int, built Nov 94, hook in
weight 70-100kg, white TS, green/mauve
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US, new mylar LE inserts & new bag,
Moyes base bar wheels, owner's manual,
in GC, $950, Combat 152C exp int, built Mar
94, flown only 40hrs since new, EC, $1,050,
Sting 118 nov, mylar LE, Aerosafe rubber
backed DTs, tight, clean sail, white with
lilac LE, hook-in weight 45-75kg, $1)00,
Beechcraft altimeter, 0-35,00Oft, millibar
sub scale with setting control. $300, Ball
variometer ±1,10Ofpm, standard aircraft
dial, $200, Both previously housed in
fibreglass pod, would suit trike or sailplane,
Ph: David Middleton 0296236961,
Rylec 31m vario, GC, barograph, PC connect
kit & software, $700 ana, Ph: Greg 02 93999795,
Foill60B int, GC, white with orange US, VG,
good int glider, $600, Moyes Tracer harness,
suit 5'8-5'11, only 35hrs, $450, reserve chute,
EC, recently repacked, $400, Icom IC-4OGX
radio, as new, incl, 210ng life batteries, HS51 headset, $550, Sjostrom varia $300, Ph:
02 65695498 (hi, 02 65689060 (wi,
Foil170B Kevlar racer adv, 2 harnesses,
1 parachute, suit larger pilot, all one owner,
all GC, $500 the lot Ph: Pizza Dave
0243404063, davevan@ibm,net
GIR 162 int, near new cond" blue/white,
$1 ,200 ana, Ph: Dean 02 99797052,
Shark 156 exp, 10 mths, orange U/S, white
mylar IS, 10th at pre-worlds, Perfect for XC
enthusiast, $3,300, Ph: Mark 02 42674499 (hi,
Sting 118 nov, 20hrs airtime, rainbow
colours, ideal for pilot 45-65kg, $1 ,500 ana,
Ph: 02 95411579,
Sting 154 int, EC, green/grey US, $2,400,
Ph: Steve 015 597096 (North Coastl,
SX5 adv, 1 season only, white IS, green/orange
US, VGC, $3,200 abo, Ph: Tim 02 42948110,
Tandem Moyes X2, white LE & TS, dark &
mid purple US, white TE, EC, never touched
sand, only flown Sundays, $3,000, Ph: Jason
02 49408665 or 015 636384,
UP Dream 220 tandem glider, new wires
& LE panels, vlue/fl. yellow, cheap &
cheerful, $1 ,400, Also:
Wills Wing Falcon 170 SkyFloater, brand
new, blue/fl. red, $2,999Wills Wing Falcon 195 SkyFloater, brand
new, blue/fl. yellow, $2,999,
Moyes Mars 170 nov, blue/white, $900,
Ph: Chris Boyce 02 42944292,
V2 tandem glider, privately owned, no
commercial use, low airtime, 40 hrs, red
LE, white US, EC & well maintained, $2,600,
Matt or Wynn 0242943004,
X2 tandem with castoring dolly wheels
& keel wheel assembly, in VGC, low hrs,
always hangared, Priced to sell fast at only
$2,450 ana, Ph: Lee Scott on 0265565265
for a test flight
XS Easy 155 nov, blue/white, GC with all
bits, $1,600, Moyes pod harness, suit up to
6'3, EC, $300, Pull Apex chute, EC, $350,
Sjostrom varia, EC, Discount for package
sale, Ph: Peter 02 66853815,
Xl 165 int, low airtime (15 hrsl, like new, fl.
green/blue/white, speed bar, scrim, $2,500,
Tracer harness blue/green $420, High

Energy Sports parachute $450, Flylec
3030P. software & turbine $620, Uvex
helmet $150, Ph: Michael 0298203894,

XS Easy 155 nov, EC, blue LE, fl. yellow/
white US, faired DTs, speed bar, forced
sale, moving o/s early Jan, $1 ,400, Aussie

Xtralite 137 exp int. only 40 hrs, VGC, spare
Dr. Danny Scott Twister harness suits pilot
approx, 178cm (5'101, with High Energy
parachute, Sjostrom varia, $3,500 ana,
Ph: 02 93805329 or 018232343

Skins pod harness, blue, as new, $400,
Uniden 16 ch UHF handheld raido, still in
box, $200, Ph: Max 071 284951 Harvey Bay
or arrange to meet in Brisbane,

Xtralite 147M exp int, royal blue/fl. yellow
US, 140 hrs, spare DT & XC bag, VGC,
$1)00 ana, Also: Electrophone TX6000 UHF,
brand new, still in box, never used, $500,
Ph: 063 326294 or 014 942634,

Oueensland
Blitz 146 int, 5 yrs, $ 650" Ph: Chris 07 32192034
or 0411 793692,
Foill52C exp int, GC, any reasonable offer
considered, low hrs, Also: Dart harness
suit 6'1, with chute, Sjostrom varia, hand held UHF, all GC, Ph: Bruce 07 33033344 (wI.
0732794982 (hi,
Foill52C exp in!, EC, near new sail, Airsupport
Wedgie front entry pod harness, suit 6' pilot,
PA parachute, Ball 651 varia, Uniden UH005
UHF radio & charger, sacrifice sale price
$1,000 the lot + shipping cost Ph: 079 466391,
Icom 1C40 handheld UHF radio & car unit,
any reasonable offers considered, Guz Carr
0754455751
Magic 111155 int, ideal 1st high perf, wing,
fantastic cond, for age, a steal at just $300,
Ph: Roger 070 581365,
Moyes Gl 190 int, GC for old glider, $350
ana, Ph: Wayne 07032665,
Moyes Xtreme harness, brand new,
unwanted gift, sell below cost, black, suit
6', 70-85kg, Ph: Pat 079 761812,
Rage 157 adv, as new with less than 10 hrs
airtime, manual & batten profiles incl, suit
new buyer, must sell $3,200 ana, Also:
Danny Scott harness $350, parachute $300,
Lindsay Ruddock varia $350, Uves helmet
with headset $250, All equipment in EC,
Ph: 0418 730027 or 07 33977913.
Shark 156 adv, 60hrs, top cond, purple/
black US, 2 spare DTs, $4,200, Ph: Tony 018
713727 or David Cookman 015 588704,
Sjostrom vario/altimeter, VGC, $350; Flytec
varia/altimeter 3005, in VGC $450; new,
never used Uvex helmet (SSM I $300; Vision
170 nov/int, low airtime, VGC, priced to sell
$500, Also: Static tow winch, very reliable
& robust, trailer mounted unit, featuring 21
VW engine with auto transmission, tangle
free fully enclosed cable drum, prop shaft
driven, holding 1,OOOm of 5/32 stainless steel
cable, leader & parachute, auto feeder
system enhances one man operation,
breaking achhieved with dual calliper disc
brakes, line tension monitored with DC load
meter, if you're into towing, this unit is for
you, $2,900 ana, Ph: Henk 07 55463021 ,
Sting 154 XC int, with VG, low hrs, $2)00,
Moyes harness, 170-180cm, $300, Ph:
070965593.
SX4 149 adv, 70 hrs, orange/blue US, Mylar
TS, VGC, $3,200, Ph: Charlie 07 55430138.

Xtralite 137 exp int, white scrim LE, Mylar
IS, fl. orange US, flies great, $2,800, Ph:
Ron 07 55463021.
Xtralite 147 exp int, EC, power rib MS, approx,
40hrs airtime, $2,500, Ph: Ian 07 32666514,

Victoria
2 Icom IC-V68 VHF handhelds, fully
programmable with keypad & digital
display, flexible aerial, 5W output power,
dimensions: 54x145x35mm, 330g, used by
HG/ PG pilots in USA. Europe & Sth Africa,
perfect for O/S camps, as new, complete
with instructions & manuals, $750 ana for
both, Ph: Greg Payet 03 97754150 (hi, 03
92383408 (wi, greg,payet@visy,com,au
Foill52C Combat exp int, white LE,
pink/blue US, $900 ana, Also: Flytec 3005
varia, EC, $600 ana, white helmet $100 ana,
Ph: Margaret Peters 03 97689121.
Mars 170 nov, blue/white with Mylar LE,
appears to be in GC, but hasn't been flown
for 3 yrs so needs a check & one 01 Also:
Pod harness, helmet, batten profile, some
spares, etc, Make an offer. Ph: Lynton
0398532672.
Moyes Mission int, blue/yellow LE, all
wires & frame VGC, sail VGC, low airtime,
complete with bag, harness & helmet, $870
neg, Ph: Murray 03 95348465,
Moyes Mission 170 nov/int, dark blue LE,
pink top front half, white MS underneath,
wheels, EC, $1 ,300 ana, Ph 03 98747359
Moyes pod harness, suit pilot 5'8-6'2, VGC,
navy blue, $200, Ph: Warwick 03 98169200 (wi,
Vision 170 nov/int. kingpost hang, VG, speed
bar, batten profile, manual, new hang loops
& side wires, $800, Also: Litek varia & altimeter, $120, Ph: Mark 03 59629597 (wi,
0359689015 (hi,

Gyro 145 nov, blue/white/pink, EC, less than
12 hrs airtime, make an offer. Ph: Susan
Martin 02 62415544 (wi or 02 62593223 (h),

South Australia
Aero 145 nov/int, pink LE with blue/white US,
low hrs, VGC, $2,000, Harness, parachute
& other extras available, Ph: Matthew
08 93453027,
Atol payout winch, complete with launching
platform, pressure control, parachute, battery
connecting cable, Can also be used for foot
launch, suitable for PG, approx, 3,00Oft of
rope, recently serviced & 100% reliable,
$1,950, Ph: 0412020490 or 08 82815481.
Sting XC 154 nov/int, VGC with extras &
Airborne logo, $2,500; Moyes Tracer harness,

suit pilot 6' -6'2, $500. Will ship anywhere.
Ph: Alan 0886404685 or 08 86451390 (h).
XS 155 int, white dacron TS, orange/ft.
yellow US, new purple LE, new side wires &
speed bar, VGC, $500 bargain. Also: Xtralite
147 adv, blue US, white TS, clear LE with
Australia logos, 30hrs, EC, $2,300. Ph: 041
2020490 0r 08 82815481 .

$2.100. Ph: 02 43429044, 0414 284202.
lTV 96 Merak 31m' NCIS, int wing, min pilot
weight 80kg, 1 season old, 60hrs, GC, selling
to buy a smaller wing, $2,100 ono Rene
0262588867 or renes@netspeed.com.au

Nova Xyon 26 DHV2-3, Afnor Perf., purple/
white, only 40 hrs, weight range 85-105kg,
best combination of performance, handling
& safety, must sell - $3,400 ono. Ph: Andrew
Kemp 0419 508397.

Western Australia

Nova Philou 126 NCIS, nov glider, rated
safest glider in the world, as new, 9hrs
flying time only, tri-colour, 75-1OOkg pilot
weight, only $2,800 ono. ph: Ted 014418354
or 02 97727215 (w).

Pro Design Contest 26m' NCIS, great perf.
wing, suit expo int or adv pilot, only 40hrs
airtime, weight range 75-95kg, all up in EC,
$2,000. Also: Uvex full face helmet, L, with
built-in Icom HS-51 headset, $200. Ph:
Bruce 03 94358934lh) or 03 94903111 Iw).

Sting XC 154 int, white TS, yellow LE & US,
EC. Also: Xact II harness suit 5'8-6' pilot,
yellow/grey. Ph: Mark Thompson 08 94913076.

Orion 27 NCIS, suit beginner novice, in
good condition, around 60 hrs only, $1,600.
Ph: Lee Scott 065565265.

South Australia

Sting XC 154 int, 4Ohrs, VGC, lilac LE, white
TS, black US, speed bar, bar mitts, Hall
wheels, profile,$2,300. Ph: 08 93623515.

Super Space 25 NCIS, white, Supair
harness & backplate, reserve, 13 hrs since
new, $3,200. Ph: Barry 02 64562348.

~

Swing Axis 123 12A, purple/red/yellow/
white, clean, $1,000. Edel Securamax
reserve size 30, $200, Scorpio harness with
airbag back protection, $300, all GC. Ph:
Lindsay 02 69472075.

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: All paragliders
,
offered for sale must state their
DHV Dr Acpul certification standard,
otherwise they will be labelled with 'No
Certification Information Supplied (NCIS),.
•

New South Wales
Airwave Samba 26 Acpul Perf, suit 65-85
kg pilot, VGC, incl. manual & UP harness,
$2,400. Consider trade on nov.canopy.
Ph: Jason 0249408665 or 015 636384.
Airwave Samba 26 Acpul Stand, near new,
less than 30 min airtime, suit pilot 60-80kg,
$3,500 ono. Also: Charly Streamer harness
$400, Airwave flight suit $90. Ph: Tony 0419
423671 (Sydney).
Alto 30 int/adv, exc. cond., good glider for
someone upgrading, would consider a
trade in of a nov glider for my school. Ph:
Lee Scott on 02 65565265.
Apco Secura harness, speed bar, airbag,
hardly used, $450. Uvex helmet (M), as
new, $250. Comet STV 26m' NCIS, pilot
weight 65-85kg, $350. The lot for $900.
Ph: Jake 02 66858903.
Apco Xtra 28 NCIS, int/adv, 50hrs airtime,
pilot weight 70-80, very fast 20-51 km/h,
ideal 1st high perf canopy, will last over
500hrs, specia l silicone coating, $2,200.
Ph: 02 42680048.
Edel Space 27 DHV2, '93, hardly used, with
new Edel harness, Firebird RS2 reserve,
Aircotec Picollo vario, make an offer.
Ph: 0411 872771 .
Edel Ouantum X2 NCIS, one L (blue/yellow),
one M (purple/yellow), wings only, need to
sell due to upgrading, approx. 100hrs
between them, both in EC, $2.100 each or
both $5,000 ono. Ph: Janelle or Sean
Clifford 02 62911778 or 0412 230858.
Firebird Navajo 2710A,1B,1C, int/adv,
EC, 50 hrs airtime, still crisp, ideal first XC
canopy, $900. Ph: Richard 019656296.
Right Design AS Sport 30m' NCIS, t-o weight
96-125kg, current model int/perf wing, as
new, crisp, clean & UV treated, 5 mths old,
$2,800. Ph: 02 99771508 or0411838651.
Flight Design Hot Dream 25.2m' NCIS, teal
green/red, low hrs, excellent for nov/int/adv,

Swing Axis 1126 11A,1 C, EC, pink/purple/
white, clean & crisp, speed syst., trimmers,
no porosity or tears. Too good to sit in my
cupboard, best offer. Ph: Suzy 042 943732.
UP Soul DHV2, large, magenta, approx.
80 hrs, EC, $2,800 ono. Ph 019 328641.
Xyon 26, Acpul perf., white/blue, about 60
hrs airtime, no need to tell more: It's THE
wing, perf. cond., $3,000. Ph: 0412109752.
Xyon 26 oHV2-3, weight range 85-105kg,
only 20 hrs airtime, white/blue, EC, $3,300.
Ph: Mike 02 9451 7127 (h), 0417 533559.

Queensland
Sigma 3 DHV2-3, 27m', 96 model, perf. int.,
80-95kg total weight, white with purple LE,
no repairs, no beach use, clean, excellent
handling & turns great, bargain at $2,380.
Ph: John 015615494 (w), 07 33002049 (h).
Xyon oHV2-3, 85-105kg, blue, 12 mth young,
PC, suits pilot who wants to step up to a
forgiving high performance glider, goes for
$3,000. Ph: Jorg 07-5575 2096, 0418-764 085
email: gila@ozemail.com.au
Xyon 28 DHV2-3, blue/white, 6mths old,
excel. for adv pilot, $2,000. Ph; 0412807516.

Victoria
Fun 2 Fly Profile 27 12A, hardly flown, well
cared for, no marks or tears, made from
Gelvenor Textiles fabric (high tenacity
nylon 6.6 with silicon/polyurethane finish!.
Dyneema lines, performs well, easy & safe
to fly, pilot weight 65-85kg, owner's manual,
standard Deluxe harness, brand new
reserve Inever thrown), ballast container,
ballast bag, speed system, carabiners, stuff
bag, large carry bag, open face PG helmet,
$2,200 ono. Ph: Greg Payet 03 97754150 Ih),
03 92383408Iw), greg.payet@visy.com.au
Nova Xyon 24 DHV2-3, Afnor Perf., must
sell! Ineed cash, back from o/s) weight
range 75-95kg, yellow/white, 1yr old, 185
hrs, VGC, goes great! Very cheap, $1,500
ono. Also: Keilor original airbag with
attachment tabs for PG harness, GC, very
cheap $200. Ph: Christy 0419 508397.

Focus 129 DHV1, EC, 50hrs, Charly harness
& reserve, $2,000. Ph: 08 82808212.

Closing Down Sale:
Equipment
No $ ea. Condition
Helmets
14
10 Good
Advanced Tandem 1 2,600 Excel50hrs
Galaxy Tandem
1 2,900 Immac lOhrs
P65 Radios
2 300 Excellent
Scorpio Harnesses 2 400 Excellent
Quantum Medium 1 1,600 Excellent
Quantum Large
1 2,500 as new 2hrs
Black Magic's
2 500 Good
Apollo 22
800 Fair
Variometers
4 450 New
Kiwi helmet full face 1 270 New, size 60
UHF Receivers
10 200 Good
Shaun Keane ph/fax: 06 29987921h) or 0411
722574Iw), actpara@netspeed.com.au
_

TRIKES
~~ Please note: All powered hang
. . . gliders Itrikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be accepted for
publication.

New South Wales
Edge T2-2527, 250 hrs base and engine, 70
hrs on wing, base just refurbished, complete
with full instrumentation, Ivoprop and spare
wood prop, trainer bars, full covers, on
registered trailer that holds 2 wings, reluctant
sale, first to see will buy, $12,000 ono. Ph:
Christian 049 252213, 041 2082805.

n.

Edge 582 T2-2519, 240hrs
50hrs on
engine, full instr., compass, trailer & covers,
$9,500 ono. Ph: Greg Hall 0267232833.
Edge 582 T2-2626, 200 hrs, full instr., EC, trailer
& covers incl., always hangared, good flyer,
$13,000 ono. Ph: Malcolm 0269723946.
Edge Executive T2-2658, with the works 582
cc. Blue pod etc in very good condition,
priced to sell at only $13,500. Contact Lee
Scott on 02 65 565 265 for a test flight.
Edge Executive T2-274O, Rotax 582 UC,
electr. start, Brolga 4-blade prop, 42hrs
$16,500. Ph: 019 317024 after 7pm.

n.

Pegasus Ouantum 582 T2-2770, Super
Sport, full face helmets with intercom, Icom
VHF radio, full instr., 80 hrs
fully
enclosed aluminium trailer with storage for
fuel & equipment, all in as new condition,
$25,000. Ph: John 02 49459792.

n.

Ouantum 462 trike T2-2766, full instruments,
log books, n 65 hrs, A1 condition battery,

front light, strobe, 4 blade Prolga prop, radio
noise suppression, training bars, comms &
helmets, $19,850 ono. Ph: Don 0419 421257
or 02 60369529.
Trailer suit Edge Exec trike, Reg: H88859,
custom made, galvanised, excel. set-up in
EC, $750 ono. Ph: Alan 02 94176002.

Victoria
Edge Executive 503 T2-2903, electr. start,
extra instr., only 1 yr old, 249 hrs, with
intercoms & trailer, $14,900. Ph: Tony
Dennis 0418 574068, rightalt@benalla .net.au

Northern Territory
Edge 582 T2-2725, EC, full instr., training
bars, VHF radio, 240hrs n, beautiful trike,
meticulously maintained, always hangared,
$14,000. Ph: 08 89528518.

Lost & Stolen
Stolen: Edge Executive T2-274O, wing No.
E141 , blue/white with 'Olympus Cameras'
on US. Information shou ld be passed to
HGFA 02 69472888 or your local police.

Wanted
XS142 sail in GC. Ph: Steve Chesters
0738061723 or 0412151740 IQld).
Payout winch in good working cond., pre!.
tow hitch mountable, will ship from any
State. Ph: Derek 08 94502997Ih), 0417
182162, email wagnerdj@networx.net.au
UHF radio handheld. Ph: Danny 02 62823741 .
Would you like a paid holiday while
learning all about paragliding? Wanted:
Drivers, vehicles & tow gear for the next
Flatlands National Paragliding comp at
Birchip, VIC, 21-28 Feb 98. We expect a lot
of European pilots out this summer who
will need tow teams and who will be willing
to pay drivers. Also Wanted: Anyone with a
boat and water skiing gear during the same
compoPh: Rob Lithgow Icomp organiser)
0352612895 to offer your services.
Drivers, retrievers & general assistants
wanted for Hay & Forbes. Ph: Carol Binder
0417 311360, alrescom@netc.net.au or PO
Box 336, BrightVIC3741.

Other
Cross Country Magazine subscriptions
hang, para and micro flying videos.
Contact Carol Binder 0417 311360.

CLOUDBASE
A skill, risk & challenge for pilots on the
hill or in the bomb-out!!
Packaged to fly in any size gaggle

A new game for pilots

Only $12.90 each
Master, Visa or Bankcard, cheques.
Allow 7 days, phone or fax
Sunrise Hobbies
1 Centennial Circuit Byron Bay 2481
Ph 02 66858922 • Fax 02 66842376
Post & packing $3.00
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AII correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms and other
administrative matters should be sent to:

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
Executive Director: Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720,
Ph: 02 6947 2888, Fax: 02 69474328,
ned.hgfa@courier.tas.gov.au
President: Rohan Grant
Ph: 03 62337638 (w), 03 62311112 (hI. Fax:
0362333311 , Rohan.Grant© ccd.tas.gov.au
Operations Manager: Craig Worth
Ph/Fax: 02 65592713, Mobile: 018 657419,
hgfaops@midcoast.com.au
Vice-President: Robert Woodward
38 Addison Rd, Black Forest SA 5035,
Ph: 08 2325405 (w), 08 2977532 (h),
Fax: 08 2237345.
Secretary: Shaun Keane
PO Box 81 , Lyons ACT 2606, Ph/Fax:
062998792 (hI. 0411 722574 (wI.
actpara@netspeed.com.au
Treasurer: Jenny Ganderton
61 Patterson St, Forbes NSW 2871 ,
Ph: 02 68521455 (w), 02 68514148 (h).
Board Members
LeeScon
High Adventure Airpark, Pacific Hwy,
Johns River NSW 2443, Ph/Fax: 02 65565265.
Michael Zupanc
Lot 2 Pimpama Rd, Jacobs Well OLD 4208,
Ph: 07 55325895, 018 662328,
zupy@ozemail.com.au
Rachael Bain
11 /100 Chewing St, Page ACT 2614,
Ph: 06 2806033 (w), 06 2548834 (hi.
Fax: 06 2807074.
Rohan Holtkamp
RMB 236B Western Hwy, Trawalla VIC
3373, Ph/Fax: 03 53492845.
Keith Lush
5 Fortune St, South Perth WA 6151, Ph: 09
3679066 (w), 09 3673479 (h), Fax: 094741202.

Pres: Michael Porter 02 62573099 (wI.
0262496434 (h); Sec: Lisa Kelly;
Trs: Stephen Young 0262882657 (wI.
0262883330 (h), SSO: Peter Dall; Meetings:
lstTue/month 7:30pm, "Sky Lounge "
Yamba Sports Club, Phillip.
North Oueensland
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove OLD 4740;
Pres: Gerry Gerus 019 617935, Ph/Fax:
07034145; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
079552913, Fax: 079 555133.
HGAWA
PO Box 82, South Perth WA 6151; Pres:
Gary Bennett 09 3804357; Vice-Pres: Julian
McPherson 09 2279266; Trs: Dave Hegney
092917489; Sec: Michael Derry 09 3415271 ;
RAPAC Rep: Stewart McPherson 09 3675884,
0419919400; PG Rep: Evan Williams
094585454 (h); Trike Rep: Graham McDonald
094186461 (wI. 09 3649226 (h).
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran VIC 3181; Pres: Phillip
Campbell 03 53343034; Sec: Nic Matthews
03 95928382.
TasHGA
PO Box 163, South Hobart TAS 7004;
Pres: Dave Lytton; Sec/Trs: Hugh Glenn;
State Co-ord: Mick Calvert.
SAHGA
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph: 08 84101391 ,
Fax: 0882117115. Pres: Stuart McClure 08
82973452; Sec: Mark Tyminski 08 83766117;
Trs: Gary Stockton 08 82702910.

Clubs
NEW SOUTH WALES
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Brian Rushton 02 66290354; Sec: Chris
Gavaghan 0266882213; SSO: Brian Rushton
0266290354, 014615950; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month 7pm, Bangalow Bowling Club.
Central Coast Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Skillen 018 404254; Sec:
Mark Steele 02 43321277; Trs: Mick Hoipo
0243282871 ; SSO: Ian Duffy 018 439612;
Meetings: 2nd Wed/month 7:30pm,
The Entrance RSL Club.

Microlight Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines Ph/fax/tam 02 42941031.

Central West Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Len Paton 02 68537220;
Sec: Jenny Ganderton 02 68514148;
Trs: Mark Madden 02 63622927.

Safety & Operations Committee, Pilot
Development & Training Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager.

Great Lakes Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jim Parsons 02 65554077; Sec: Steve
TInson 02 65545700 (wI. 02 65558091 (h).

For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state associations region or club.

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: George Barrie 0242855567; Sec:
Warwick Kelly 02 42261707; SSO: James
Nathaniel 02 46810641 ; Meetings: 1st
Wed/month, Mountain Top Cafe, Mt Keira .

States & Regions
NSWHGA
Sec: Steve Hocking, 19 Gladswood Gdns,
Double Bay NSW 2028. Ph/Fax: 02 93274025,
nswhga@s054.aone.net.au
Southern Region NSW
1B Park Ave, Tahmoor NSW 2573; Pres:
James Nathaniel 02 46810641.
Northern NSW Region
Pres: Dane Snelling 02 99384420 (w), 02
99799069 (h); Sec: Ian Duncan 029189962;
Trs: Glenn Salmon 02 9180091.
ACTHPA
PO Box 3496, Manuka ACT 2603;
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Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
Pres: Roger Lilford 06 2815404 (h); Sec: Lisa
Ryrie 06 2359120, 06 2359060; SSO: Heinz
Gloor 02 64576019 (w), 02 64567171 (h).
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc
Pres: Graeme Garlick 02 96286245; Sec: Alan
Bond 0298995351 , 9 Finchley PI. Glenhaven
NSW 2353; SSO: David Middleton 02 00236001 .
Meetings: La stTue/month 7:30pm,
Sportsman Hotel, Kildare Rd, Blacktown.
Manilla SkySaiiors Club Inc
http://gri.un e. edu.au/mss
Pres: Brian Shepherd 0267852182;
Sec/Trs: Felix Burkhard 02 67752395;
SSO (HG): Patrick Lenders 02 67783484;
SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02 67856545.

Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association
Pres: Paul Hazelgrove 018 657366;
Sec/SSO: Lee Scott 02 65565265;
Ben Leonard 02 65821966.
Mudgee District Sport Aviation Club Inc
Sec: Darryl Ashlin 0263742536;
SSO: Bruce Barcham 02 63742092.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Ebeling 02 49585193;
Sec: Michael Bristow 02 49524856;
Trs: Billo 02 49438996; PG Rep: Ian
Ladyman 0249448946; SSO: Ross
Duncan 02 49431900; Meetings: Last
Wed/month, Souths Leagues Club.
Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: John Clark 02 99972842 (h); Sec: Mike
Warner 02 94521217 (h), 02 95573188 (w);
SSO: Mike Eggleton 02 94517127, Forrest Park
0294502674, Glenn Salmon 02 99180091.
Stan well Park Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508;
Pres: Geoff Robertson; Sec: Gavin Hanlon;
Trs: Karen Lederer 02 42942273 or 0411
362273; SSD: Pascal Ferret 02 42943533.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Dick Heffer 02 93872613; Sec: John
Trud e 0298873371 ; Trs: Greg Wilkinson
0298184704; Meetings: 2nd Mon/month,
Moyes Factory Loft.
Sydney Paragliding Club
Pres: Deirdre Skillen 02 97275087 (h);
Sec: Ashley Bennett 0298718081 (hi.
0418111399 (w); Trs: Ian Cruickshank
0295288504; SSO: Mark Mitsos
0242949065, Meetings: 2nd Thu/month,
Cronulla Sutherland Leagues Club.

OUEENSLAND
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Russell Krautz 070 541085; Trs:
Kasanda Brease 070 558559;
Sec: Lance Keough 070 912117,
31 Holm Street, Atherton OLD 4883.
Capricorn Skyriders Club Inc
Pres: Brian Hampson 079 226527;
Sec: Geoff Craig 079 923137;
Brian Smith 079 287958.
Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Peter Beard 0733487150,
Peter_Beard@msn.com; Vice-Pres: Ken
Hill 07 55435631 , kenhill@qldnet.com.au;
Sec: Tony Gates 07 33983241 ; Trs: Yve
Beard 0733487150, Peter_Beard@msn.com
SSO: Gordon Mackenzie 07 55450146.
Conondale XC Fliers Club Inc
13 Cottman St, Buderim OLD 4556,
Fax: 07 54451897.
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
4 Cairncross St, Gladstone OLD 4690;
Trs: Pat Purcell, 079 793414;
Sec: Sandy Gemmell, 079 750232;
PR: Hans Respondek, 079 721203.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
53 Yungar St, Coolum OLD 4573; Pres:
Michael Powell 07 54742249, 018166320;
Vice-Pres: Mal Price 07 54480038;
Sec/Trs: Cathy Edmunds 07 54463421;
SSO: Dave Cookman 07 54498573.
Townsville Hang Gliding Association Inc
Pres: Gary Rogers 077 538565 (w),
077 79264511 (h); Vice-Pres: Peter Scarfe
077 721766 (w), 077 212666 (h); Sec/Trs:
Brad Cooper 077 792853 (hI. fax 077 815230;
SSO: Graeme Etherton 077 724467.
Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Wayne Smith 079 513392; Sec/Trs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913, Fax: 079 555122.

VICTORIA
Eastern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Geoff Tozer 0397583250 (h); Sec:
Glenn Sheppard 03 97267995 (h); SSO: Harry
Summons 03 59646055 (h), Lance Sheppard
0359623570 (h), M/ship: Mark Jeffree
0359689015 (h). Meetings: 3rd Wed/mth,
Montrose Town Centre Meeting Room,
Cnr Swansea Rd & Mt Dandenong Tourist
Rd, Montrose.
North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club Inc
Pres: Jeanette McLaren 03 57544910; Trs:
Dave Romeril 03 57562216; Sec: Karl Texler
0357501733; SSO: Geoff White 03 57501244;
Meetings: 1st Thu/month 7pm, Bright
Info Centre.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Craig Martinson; Sec: Nicole
Matthews 03 92334000; Trs: Greg Long;
SSO: Kevin Gingell-Kent.
Southern Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Mike Slape 03 5438331 (h);
Meetings: 1st Tue/month, Anchor & Hope
Hotel, 481 Church St, Richmond .
Sky High Paragliding Club
Pres: Richard Worton 0395835083 (h);
Vice-Pres: Hamish Barker 03 92917717 (w);
Sec: Lucy Wickham 03 95835083 (h);
M/ships: Phillip Taylor 0395314842 (h);
Meetings: 1st Wed/month 8pm, Grapevine
Hotel. 59 Wellington St, Collingwood.
Southern Cross Paragliding Inc
Pres: Craig Martinson 03 95928382 (h);
Vice-Pres: Andy Abbott 0419897005;
Sec: Nic Matthews 03 95928382 (h) or
018450626; Trs: Greg Long 0398221984 (h);
Meetings: Last Wed/month.
The Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ted Remeika 015841107; Sec: Tony
Hughes 03 52612415 (h); Trs: Peter Hennah
0352632335; SSO: Rob Van Der Klooster
0352223019 (h); PR: Warwick Spratt
0352531096. Meetings: 1st Fri/month,
Anglesea Hotel, Great Ocean Rd, Anglesea.
Western Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Phillip Campbell 03 53343034;
Vice-Pres: Tony Lowry 03 53356194;
Trs: Sandra Holtkamp 03 53492845;
Sec: Meg Bailey 03 53356194; SSO: Rohan
Holtkamp 03 53492845; Meetings: Last
Sat/month, The Golden Age Hotel Beaufort.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Avon Valley Hang Gliding Club
Pres: David Drabble, 08 93071816; VicePres: Rob Stevenson 08 92211338; Sec:
Stephen Hoeffs 0895275782; Trs: Michael
Derry 08 92840750; www: http://kite.ois.net.
au/-treetop/hangie/avon/eagles.htm.
South-West Microlight Club, Bunbury
Paul Coffey04162511 61 or0897251161.
Cloud Base Paragliding Club Inc
Pres: Evan Williams 09 4585454;
Sec: Julian McPherson 09 2279266;
Meetings: 1st Wed/month, Boulevard Ale
House East Vic Park.
Western Soarers Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Gary Bennett 09 3804357;
Sec: Anna Munt 09 3772021 .
Geraldton & Midwest Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Debbie Maher 08 99562596 (wI. 08
99251001 (h); Sec/Trs: Des Hill 08 99216219,
PO Box 3359, Bluff Point, Geralton WA 6531 .
The Great Sandy Desert Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Ian Sallie 091 798487 (h);
Sec: Joe Langford 091 798655 (h).
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